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features in some others, respecting which w~ have been less fortunate in 
· gaining information, and to which we are free to admit the possibility that 
our conclusions may, to a certain extent, . be found inapplica~le, still the 
general characteristics of all would' appear to be very similar. 

During the whole . time thus occupied, we have engaged O?I"selves in 
. carefully embodying the information collecteq, and, for the more ·ready means 

of clearly defining the different subjects, have divided them in sections, thus : 
. • I .• , . f 

SECTION l-Is devoted to the.navigation and lea(ling peculiarities of the 
rivers Rhine, Danube, Rhone, Saone, and Seine, together with some remarks 
on a peculiar means of transport employed on the Clyde ; and further, it. con~ 
tains some J).Otes. regarding the river navigation of the United State8. · 

'SECTION 2-Treats on the general features· of ,Indian rivers, a!}d the·. 
mode of navigation hitherto adopt~d, the principal, remarks appl;fing to the 
Indus and its tributaries; but further noting the Euphrates, the Ganges anq 
its tributaries, and the Godavery .. 

SECTION 3--Embodies the opinions and results at '!hjch we hav:e arrived 
. regarding the best means for the 'future and mor~ e~ended: navigation of · 
these rivers. • . ~ '•. 

And lastly, in an. Appendix, will be found the principal reasons on ~hich 
our conclusions regarding the machinery are based, and a statement of the 
opinions of various shipbuilders and ·engineer~, ;which, for easy mea~s. of' 
comparison, we have given in a: tabula:~; form. · 

I . 

We finally here wish prominently to thank• all those gentlemen·with 
who~ we have been in communication for the readiness. with which' ·they 
have placed their valuable time and information at our serviee; and we 
would also beg most cordiaiiy' to acknowledge the courtesy and liberality 
with which the Directors and officers of the Imperial and Royal Danube 
Steam. Navigation Company, as. well as of the various Companies on. the · 
Rhone and Saonet have attended to our inquiries, and given us the results of 
their extended experience. · ' 

We have the honour to be, 

SIR, ' 
Your most obedient humble Servants, 

J. H. G. ORA WFORD, 
Major, Engineers • 

. W. :BALFOUR, 
Oommanrler, LN. 

T, :B. WINTER, 
.Lliari'lle Engineer,· 

28; Hoorgate Street. 



SECTION I. 

On the Steam Navigation and General Features of the 
. . Rivers ))anube, Rhone, &c. &c . 

... 
. IN order to visi~ ~he rivers Danube and Rhone, we have necessarily 
trave~led over a con:s1derable extent of country, and in so doing, wherever 
prachcable, have made use of water conveyance, thinking we should be more 
fu~y ~ll.~~g out th~ wishel!l. bf the ~onoura?le ~ourt br taking every chance 
of gammg information relat1ve to nver nav1gation, wh1ch might full within 
~m~· ' .. 

Our route was tberofore direct to Cologne, whence we ascended the Rhine 
to Mayence. · ' • 

. \ 

· • The general features of this river are so well known. that we need here do 
no more than•remark that, as a rule, it runs at a speed of about 3! miles per 
hour, increased at such parts as the rapids of Bingen and St. Gonr to 4 or 6 
miles. The only real difficulties on the main part of the river have been much 
reduced by blasting, and 'are no longer serious. With the exception of a few 
deep places, it is·generally very shallow, and at some parts the water, during 
summer. is not :IJ?.Ore tha:t:~t3ft. 6in. deep. The bottom is usuall,)' of,sand or 
mud .. · . · 

~ 

Th~ following are examples of the dimensions of boats used in it~ n1n·i· 
gation. There is nothing peculiar in their form of model, and the, cabms nrc 
below deck:-

Length .. . 
Beam ... . .. 
Draught, including load 

Engines, nominal, 100 horse-power. 
Speed, about 9 miles per hour . 

.dnotkel" 'boat. 

Length ... 
Beam ... ... . .. 
Draught, with ordinary load 

Engines, nominal, 110 horse-power. 
Speed, 11 miles per hour. 

And another. 

Length ••• 
Beam ... ... ... .. . 
Draught, with orcl.inary load .. . 

Engines, 120 horse-power. 
Speed, lli miles per hour. 

Ft. 
150 

20 
3 

In. 
0 
0 
0 

Ft. Io. 
185 0 
18 6 
3 9 

Ft. Io. 
225 0 
18 0 
3 3 



The comparatively low speed must be attfibuted to the constant ~hallow
ness of the river. 

All the engines which we saw were on the ordinary condensing principle; 
but we understand that one or two of the tug-boats are fitted with non-
condensing engines. · • 

' . . . ... 
From :Mayence we took rail to Frankfort, the river 'Maine being so low as 

to prevent the passage of the steam-boats, which, however, are very small, 
with engines of about 40 horse-power, and a. draught of about 16 inches. 
From Frankfort ~e proeeeded to Ulm in. Wurtemburg, near the Bavarian 
frontier, where we bad been informed the steam navigation of the Danube 
commenced ; but in this we were disappointed; the attempt had been made, . 
but not proving a suocessful speculation, was soon discontinued, and the 
railway is now open to Donauworth, about 40. miles lower down, the highest 
point to which steamers ascend. 

THE DANUBE:' ~ 

The Danube. The Danube rises at Donaueschingen, in Suabia, about 100 miles above 
Ulm, and 1,700 from the sea, 1,560 of which are navigated by steam. At 
Ulm it is comparatively a small river, here about 1,500 .feet above the sea, and · 

. the length of its course being 1,600 miles, gives an average fall of nearly 1 foot 
per mile. In so large a. river there is, as might be anticipated, a great variety . 
in the nature and character of the stream itself, its banks, and the neighbouring 
country. Its general course is remarkably tortuous, and below Vienna it is 
almost entirely bounded by its natural banks; in its higher parts, however, 
extensive operations have been effected for controlling and thus deepening the 
channel. Its breadth and depth vary very much, not only in different parts, 
but ~o according to the season of the year: it is frequently divided into many 
channels and intersected by archipelagos of islands, which spread it on a chart 
to a vast width; as for instance, just below Presburg, where, measuring over 
all, it is stated to be 15 miles wide; in many places again, where the land is 

·very flat, a few feet rise of the river puts miles of country under water, giving 
it, in winter, quite the appearance of a lake. The navigation is continued 
throughout the year, with the exception of about two months, when it is 
stopped by the ice . 

. The first steamer was placed on the Danube in 1830-more than 150 are 
now engaged in navigating its waters, together with 500 iron barges for· carrying. 
merchandise, irrespective of the wooden boats of the country. 

. .A.pproximat~ details, showing the breadth and depth of the main channel in 
low seasons, are gtven under the heads describing the various sections into which 
the river is divided for the purposes of navigation, which are as follows :-

1st. Between Donauworth and Linz. 
~nd. , Linz and Vienna. 
3rd. , Vienna and Pesth •. 
4th. , Pe8th and Galatz. 
5th. , Galatz and the Blaek Sea, via the Soulina mouth. 
6th. The special local service at the rapids of the " Iron Gates." 

~ur v!sit was fr?m the middle of August to the ~arly part of September, 
at wh1ch tlme ~here 1s generally least water; but owmg to the continued dry 
weather, the r1ver has been unusually low duririg the past summer and a 
further subsequent fall stopped the navigation of the "Iron Gates." ' 

Taking the above heads in s~ccession, we "'!'ill describe the navigation. 
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!st.-Between Donauw'orth and Linz. 

d .The distance _is, 270 miles; the breadth at the former place is 8~0 feet, 
an mcreases until1t becomes 82'S feet at the latter. · 

' • 1' 

. The depth is v~~ variable, b~t ordiwily there is an.
0 
average of 4 tt 6 iil 

m summer, an~ 7 .ft. 6 ~n. in ~~t?r; sand-banks, however, are of frequent 
occ~rrence, w:pich materially diminish the available depth. The steamers in 
~hich ~e travelled were drawing less than 2 feet of water, and had difll.culty 
m passmg at several points. . · 

· .· 'Fb-e ~peed o~ the current is over 5 miles per hour, an.d the average fall of 
the river 1s 2t feet per mile.. • · 

. . . There a!e no peculiar obstacles to the navigation of this portion of the 
river, exceptmg a badly-planned bridge at Ratisbon, which so obstructs the 

. stream as to render it exped.ie!lt to employ separate boats above and below. 
. ' 

·The boats on this section,' belonging to a :Bavarian. c;ompany, vary from 
130 to 150 feet long, and from 12 ft. 6 in .. to 15 filet beam, with a draught of 
from 1 ft. 6 in. to 2 feeh 'fith working weights on. board, .. 

· The engines are all high pressure non-condensers, bolted to their boilers, 
and ·working much in the same manner as a locomotive at 100 lbs. pressure, 
and are about 120 horse-power. Their speed is about 8 miles per hour. 

The passenger-boats have cabin accommodation of a simple kind below 
deck, and carry no goods beyond ordinary luggage.. The goods. tra.tlio is 
carried on in barges, towed by steamers kept for that purpose. 

· There is nothing ei:t~aord\naryin the.· .constr~ption .of these boats i they 
are of an :inferior. cla~s; mak!l but little speed cow. pared. . to their power, and 
carry ~ery little withou.t putting th!')m too deep in the water for their work. 

2nd.-Between Linz and Vienna. . 

ht Section. 

• 

Linz is the highest station on the river served by the steamers of the 2nd Section. 
".Imperial and Royal Danub~ Steam Navigati?n ~ompany," although their 
barges loaded with goods destmed for places still htgher, go as far as ponau-
worth. ··· · · · · · · ··· · · · · 

The Company possesses 118 steamers;· and more t~an 500 barg~s : all, of 
these are built of iron, and the engines are on the ordinary condensmg prm· 
ciple, working. with steam of about l5lbs. pressure. 

The good~ traffic is carried on by three classes of boats. 
1st. In barges towed by steam tugs. 
2nd. In cargo-steamers propelled by paddle-wheels. 
Srd. In ditto propelled by screws .. 

The d.ist~nce betwee~ Linz and Vienna is 119 miles .. 

The breadth increase~ from 828 feet to 1,787 f~t at Nussdorf, the statio~:~: 
on the main stream for V lenna. 

· 1! t t th f, rmer to 7 feet at the latter place, 
The depth varies from 5 ee a e or sand-banks which occasion the 

·but againffiis .in~e:tpth\ ~f ::e~~~::Sst~ be reduced~ 3ft. 6 in. . . 
greatest e c1en raug . 0 



The speed of the current is about 4l miles average, and the fall of the 
bed is 2 feet per mile. , · ' · , 

The rapids called Greiner Schwall, Wirbel, and Strudel, occur in this 
portion of the river; the stream at these places runs from 5 to 7 miles per 
hour, the river-bed a~ the Strudel falling 1 in 200. These have been among 
the greatest difficulties in the navigation of the Danube, but by blasting, 

' sufficient water has now been gained to allow the ordinary steamers to pass 
without danger. · · 

The boats here employed are fat superior to those described in the pre
ceding section, but have nothing peculiar in their construction; the cabins 
are better arranged, but are below deck; and indeed they very much resemble 
the general class of larger boats employed in such numbers on the Thames 
and Clyde. · . . , . 

The dimensions of the most successful passenger-boats are :....:.. 

Length ... 
Beam 
Depth •.. 
Ordinary working draught 

... ' ,. ... 

:ED.~es, nominal, 120 horse.:power. 
, D1tto, effective, 300 horse-power. 
Speed, from 10 to 11 miles per hour. 

The tug-steamers here in use . llre : ..... 

Length ... 
Beam ... 
Depth ... ... ... 
Ordinary working draught ..... 

Engines, nominal, 100 horse-power .. 
Ditto, effective, 300 horse-power. 

The paddle-wheel goods-bo~ts are :-

Length .. . 
Beam .. . 
Depth ... . 
Light draught 

Ft. In. 
.184 0 • 

23' 0 
9 0 
3 3 

Ft. In. 
195. 0 
23 0 
8 0 
3 0 

Ft. In. 

171 0 
20 3 
8 p 
2 .10 

Engines, .nominai, 80 horse-power. 
Ditto, effective, 230 horse-power. • .. 

The iron _barges chiefly used are :-

1£ngth ... 
Beam ... 
Depth ... 
Draught, light . . . • .. 
Ditto, with 300 tons ... 

.. , 

They are loaded according to the depth of the river. 

The screw cargo-boats do not run above Vienna. 

Ft. .In. 
.180 0 

21 0 
8 6 
2 0 
5 0 

• 
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Small passenger-boats of the (ill • dim • 
through the canal to Vienna, a~out 05 ~~~:- ens10ns run .from Nussdorf 

Length :·· ... , 1~ ~ Beam . ... ... ... 12 0 
Doepth .:. ... . ... ... ... 6 10 

rdinary wor~g draught ... ' .. 1 1 3 
~ngmes, 24 horse-power. 

th 
~ey ~re.simply adapted to the local service, and are not employed on· 

e mamnver. · 

3rd.-:-Between Vienna and Pestp. 

The distance is 172 miles. 

· · The breadth begins at 1,737 feet, and at its widest single stream is about 
2,500 feet; ~+t Pesth it is reduced to 1,500 feet. 

. The depth is from 7 to 10 feet, but the frequent shallow places do not 
admit of more than 5 feet draught, and the boats are most successful when 
only drawing abpu~ 8 ft •. 6 in. . 

The ordinary speed of the current is about 3! miles per hour . 

. The fall of the b.ed is about 6 inches per mile. 

There a,;e no serious ditJiculties to. navigation on this portion of the river. 

The passenger-boats are very similar to those employed between Vienna 
and Linz, and require no further description. · . . 

The dimensions of the best boats are :- · 

Length 
Beam 

••• t 

Depth ..... · .... ... ... · 
Ordinary working draught .. . 

Length 

Engines, nominal, 150 horse-power.· 
Ditto, · effective, 360 horse-power. 

Speed, 11 to 12 miles per hour. 

Beam .. . 
Depth' .......... ··•· 
Ord.in.aly working draught, about 

. Engines, nominal, 100 horse-power. 
_ Ditto, effective, 250 horse-power. 

Ft." In. 
200 0 
'19 0 

9 6 
. 8 8 

Ft. In. · 
195 0 
23· 0 
8 .0 
3 2 

The larger tug-boats and scr~w cargo-boats described. under, the next 
'd · · below Pesth are also employed on this stat1on when hea as runnmg • 

required. · · 

4th.-Between Pesth and Galatz. 

At Pesth the Company h~ve established th~ principal w_ordskshop~ ~ 
. . · · their boats• and machinery. Upwar of ' 

for building and rlepadlrmtgbusy seasons and the arrangements are most com· 
men are thus emp oye a; ' , 
plate in every resp~t. · 

I 

8rd Section. 

4tb Sedion. 
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Between Pesth and Galatz are the celebrated rapids of the "Iron Gates,u 
near Orsova, where, during summer, the deptJ:l of .water varies from ·1 foot to 
2ft. 6 in.~ and consequently special arrangements for the transhipment of 
passengers and goods are here required, as .described under the 6th section of 
this river. During the winter months there is sufficient water to allow the 
same boats to run through to Galatz. 

Below the " Iron Gates " are several shallow places, IDtd one near Sistova, 
consisting of a sunken rock, is dangerous to pilots unaccustomed to the river ; 
but there is a channel '!l'hich will almost always· allow the passage of boats 
drawing 4 feet of water. 

The distance from Pesth to Galatz is 875 miles. 

The breadth of the river increases considerably soon after leaving Pesth. 
A few miles below that place it ill 2,500 feet wide ; below Belgrade it is 
4,000 feet wide ; at the defile of Kasan, near Orsova,. it is only 480 feet ; at 
tl;le "Iron Gates,u about 4,200 feet ; and below this, from 5,000 to 8,000 feet. 

The depth of the river is as variable as its breadth. Its ordinary depth · 
is about 12 feet, but the shallow places and shifting sand-banks are so nu
merous as to make this merely a nominal measure. In the steamers by which 
we travelled, drawing nearly 4 feet, we twice -had difficulty in finding sufli~ 
cient water, and several times were obliged to run almost directly across the 
stream in following the channel. The deepest place is at the defile of Kasan, 
where the depth is 170 feet, and the shallowest at the "Iron Gates," only 
some 25 miles lower down. · · 

The average.speed of the current throughout the whole distance does not 
exceed 2 miles per hour. The fall of the bed is between 4 and 5 inches per 
mile. · · · · 

The boats employed on this .section are very different, and far superior to 
those trading higher up; :indeed Donauworth, Linz, Vienna, and. P('lsth being 
approached by railway, almost all travellers prefer this mode of conveyance; 
the. boats, therefore, .do not require the class of accommodation which is fairly 
looked for where the river is the sole means of locomotion. · · ' . ' 

The passenger-boats are of two classes:-, 

1st .• The "express boats," calling only at'principal stations. 
2nd. The "omnibus boats," which call everywhere. 

The following description of the former applies equally to the latter', 
with the exception of the extended sponsons and forward deck-house, which 
are not there supplied. 

The express passenger-boats are 'rather larger than· thos~ used on· the 
upper portions of the river; but their draught is not materially increased .. 
New boats are now being built of still greater size. · · 

In thek model every care has been taken to obtain the due amount' of 
carrying capacity, with the least resistance to speed; but beyond beinoo very 
fine samples of river-boats, there is nothing remarkable in their form 

0
below 

water. The saloons are in deck-houses abaft the. engines ; similar erections 
forward and on the sponsons being divided i,nto private cabins for passengers 
and the chief officers.. The main • sleeping accommodation is below deck. 
The paddle-wheel sponsons are continued all fore and aft, and form a very 
spacious deck. An additional promenade-deck is made on the top of the 
saloons. The whole boat during the day in summer is cgvered with awnings; 
and very good arrangements are made for ventilation, which, however,. do not 
appear to be so fully appreciated as would be the case in a tropical climate. 



A hot-water apparatus is :fitted U:p in the engine-rootn, with· pipes leading to 
the saloons and cabins, for use during the severe weather in winter. A spare 
movable capstan is carried, to render assistance in heaving the boats aftoat, 
should they rUll. agrou,nd; but by ~11 accQ~ts t}lese casualties are of com
paratively rare occurrence ; indeed,. as the~ boats run usually at night, and 
always when it is moonlight,.the difficulti~~ cann()t be ei~her so great or so 
numerous as is commonly supposed. · 

. . ~ . 
The dimensions of these boats are:

~:. 

Length ... 
Beam. ... .;. .H 

g:~~a~.;~rking,draught' .... .... :::· 

Engines, nominal, i40 horse-power.· · 
· Ditto, effective, 830 horse-power.·
Speed, 1~ mi.les.per hour._ 

And the omnibus boats:-' 

' "Length · .. , ··• 
Beam ..•. .... ···;oa:, .. _._, •• · ~···· • ,, •• 

Depth .:. ·. ,.. . • : .. , 
Ordinary working d.raus-ht 

.... 

Engines nominal, 150 horse-power . 
. Ditto ' effective, 340 horse-power • 
. Speed,' 14 rp.iles pe~; hour: · 

Ft. 
200 
26 
9 
3 

In. 
0 
0 
0 
9 

Ft. In . 
. 215 0 

26 s 
9 0 
8 6 

• • ' I 'dina cia: and power Their 
. Some of the tug~b~llits ~re of an extraor ry ss • 

dimensions are :- . Ft. . In. 
. ' '•1 210 0 

Length .. ~' · 80 0 
:Beam ·. ... , .... ••· ... ··~ .. · 9 0 

. Depth .. , ~·:·· · ... · 4 0 
Draught . . ... . 

Engine, effe<:tive, ~00 hors~·P;;e~~ th~ American system, 
The engine lS a. smg~ c~~ be;m . II ordinary pressure or 

. with a hubgeto3ve0r 1;: expanded and condensed. 
· steam, a ou ·• . 

Another boat:- · iio 10 
Length ... . . ... 40 0 
Beam ... ··· ··~ ·so 0 

· Breadth'ov~r pad<ll;e-box~s 9 · 0 
Deth ... ... 4_··0 

p ht .. • . 1 Draug . . . . . . . , on sa.me pnnClp e as 
...; . -~ective 400 horse-power • . . ..ungme, .. t:U' • • 

· above noted. · · · 

. . . • . is. built or the same breadth abaft 
. · nd another exactly sUUllar, • the bottom being sloped up to 

~hlS ?oat, ~th below water and on deck' a trunk formed for the rudder. 
as awdships, J £ r the last 30 or 40 feet, an~ d 'th an average of 250 tons 
the water-lev o ble to tow 16 barges~ loa e 2 ;he current. , , • 
These tugs ard af 8 miles per hour agatn~ a • , 
~ach, at a spee o . . , . 

D 
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1 The;e are ·other tug-boats ~f a ~!lore ordinary form, and. engi~es o~ a kind 
• we are more accustomed to see m this country, of the folloWlng dimens1ons :-

Ft. In. 
Length ... 

.Beam 
Draught ... 

186 8 
22 9 
3 6 

Engines, nominal, 120 horse-power. 
·Ditto, effective, 3~0 horse-pow~r. 

The screw cargo-boats are of the following dimensions :-

L 
·th ··· · · ... ··· 1F7t6 Ion. 

eng .... • •.. 
Beam .,. .•.. 25 . 0 
Depth .... ... ' 9· 0 

Draught, light, 3ft: 8 in. aft, 0 forward. · 
Ditto, with 300 tons cargo, average 5 feet •. 

Engines, nominal, 25 horse-power. 
Ditto, effective, 45 horse-power. 

Speed, from 5 to 6 miles per hour .. 

Several of these boats are now in use, and more are building : they are 
very efficient at the 5-feet draught, but are not of much -service when drawing 
less than that amount. We understand ·the Company is satisfied if they 

· make one mile per hour against the average current. . · · · · 

llth.-Between Gala.tz and the' Sea, by the Soulina Mouth. 
. ' 

5th Section. This distance is about 120 miles, the breadth is generally about 800 feet; 
and when the river is low, it would have much the appearance of a canal but 
for its tortuous windings. In high seasons it is more like an .extensive lake. 

The ·depth varies from . about 8 feet to 18 feet; and ~n the bar at the 
mouth there is but little more than 8 feet: The boat in ·which we travelled, 
drawing 7ft. 6 in., had difficulty in passing at ·one place, and just touched · 
the ground in crossing the bar out· to sea: The bar is very ,dangerous in bad 
weather, as is proved 'by th'e number of wrecks in its vicinity, forty-twq being 
in sight on the oc.casion of our visit. The speed of the current is very small, 
not more than 1 mile per hour. ~ ·. · · 

· The boats employed are .the same which proceed ·over sea to Constanti
nople and Odessa ; they are in consequence more strongly built than any 
higher up. · 

The best boat i~. of th~ .~ollow~g ·di~ension~ :-

'Length ;;: ... ... . ... 
Beam· ··· 

Ft. In. 
195 .0 

24 0 

~ai:ary ~~rkin~~·draugit :.. : .. 
Ditto, when fully loaded . ... .. . . 

Engines, about 200 horse-power. ' 

... 12 0 ... 5 3 
6 ·o 

Others draw more.water, but the above is found most efficient .. 

6th.-:-The· Service of.the "Iron Gates." 

6th Section. Between Drenkova and Skela Gladova, a distance of about 60 mlles, there 
are several of the greatest difficulties on the Danube. First amongst these in 
going down, is the rocky ~ottom and shallow water known as Islas, f~llo~ed 
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shortly by a very similar place called Tachtalia. Boats drawinoo 2 feet of 
water can, ~owever, always pass these o~stacles in ordinarily d; seasons • 
About 35 miles l?wer down are ~he raqid.s of the "Iron Gates," a~d be ond 
them for some miles the bottom 1s very rocky and the channel shallow 1 The 

· worst P!trt of the rapids is little more than i mile in len"'th and in this dis
ta~ce the total f~ll of the river is 16 fee~ . During low s~as~ns the aspect of 
th1s,. the great difficulty of the Danube, 1s mdeed formidable, from the speed 
of t~e . stream and the amount of broken water. Its successful pnvigation 
reqru:es on the part of the steersman an amount of skill and coolness only to 
be. gamed by constant practice and unremitting attention. 

The breadth of the river is about 4,200 feet, but the navi .. able channel 
is only about 200 feet wide; its depth as we passed was under 2 feet. Occa
sionally it is not more than 1 foo~; in .which case passengers and goods have 
to be taken round by land. Durmg "\'\ilnter the depth is .about 6 feet. 

We were informed thl'l speed of the river at this plnce is above 10 miles 
per hour in high seasons, and from 6 to 7 miles at the lowest. We estimated 
1t to be more than the latter, but it would be presumptuous to hazard a de
cided opinion in water' so much disturbed. 

. At Drenkova .9r Orsova, according to the depth of water at Islas and 
Tachtalia, the transhipment of passengers and goods is effected in descending 
during summer for the passage of the .rapids. In ascending the river, the 
station is either Skela Gladova or Schiminn. 

The steam-boat's employed in this service are of a peculiar class, being 
fitted with two distinct,pairs of engines and four paddle-.wheels. They do ~ot 
carry any baggage; even that belonging to passengers 1s often towed bchmd 

. in. a small barge. 

·Their dimensions are :-

Length .... 
:Beam 
Depth ... . .. 
Ordinary working drau~ht ... ... ... 

Ft. 
lCiO 
20 
3 
1 

Engines, 2 pmr, of 20 horse-power e~ch. 
· . Or collectively, 40 borse-power,,nommnl. 

· Ditto, 100 horse-power, effective. 

ln. 
0 
0 

.0 
3 

Th · d pth it will be remarked, is very small ; but strenfb is obtained 
by the i~tr~du~tion of fore and aft bulkheads, which ~e place a~duV4 ft..-cj 
apart, rise 3ft. 6 in. above the deck, and form the _engme.-room aml s lps on 
small cabins fore and aft. · 

· · . b i· adonted under the impression that it 
. This arrangemen~ watsh, we ~~ri requirements of the case, which were 
.possessed advantages tOr e pee a . 
these:-

. To have very large power ior ns~nding so rapid a stream, on a draught 
of water not exceeding 1 foot when hght. . 

The same plan h~s been adopted i»; two new h?~!s lately built at Pet~tb, 
but not engaged on any sta~ion at the bme of our VlSl • 

Their dimensions are:- Ft. In. 
... 200 0 

Length ... 20 0 
Beam 2 9 

Dra~ghingin~s, ~~llecti;~iy,140.ho~~wer;·~omi.nnl. 
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We have been informed that their length is about to be increased by 
-. 40 feet. 

The result of this experiment vie understood to be unsatisfactory ; at the 
same time it is fair to remark that the engines wel,'e not in perfect order, and 
th~s might occasion a part of. the reported loss in the speed, which, with one· 
pall' of wheels, has been obtamed from the same power. : . _ · . 

All these boats are fitted with direct-action condensing eng_ines inclined 
to the shaft; their stroke short, and wheels of small diameter. The crank
shaft and most of the moving parts are of steel, for·. the sake of lightness ; 
and, indeed, while due attention is paid to strength, every means has been 
adopted to reduce the total weight. 

. ' . 

We have seen abstracts from the rep~rt recentl:v s~bmitted to the French 
Government by a commission appoint~d to inquire into the navigation of the 
Danube. In most important points we agree in their views ; but our esti-
~ate of the difficulties is not so serious as theirs would appear to be. . . 

THE RHONE. 

The Rhone takes its rise in the Glacier of Furca, on the mountain of 
Gletcherberg, in Switzerland, from which, following the valleys of the Alps, 
it runs through the Lake of Geneva, in a S~W. direction, to Lyons, where it 
takes a bend almost directly south, and, passing through Vienne, Valence, 
Avignon, Arles, and other well-known towns, falls into the Mediterranean by 
several mouths, the most navigable of which is about 25 miles west of Mar-. 

' seilles. At Lyons it is joined by its principal tributary, the Saone, which 
takes its rise in Mount Fosges, in the department of Upper Saone, in France,. 
and passes through Chalons, Macon, and Trevoux. _ · 

, The Upper Rhone, i.e. the part above Lyons,· is chiefly depende~t on the 
melting snows of the high land in Switzerland~ arid is consequently highest 
during early summer, 

The Saone, on the contrary, draining a· comparatively low-lying country, 
is fullest during the rains of winter, and its junction, therefore, tends to 
equalize the amount .of water in the Lower Rhone. , . 

The length of the tJ pper Rhone is about 230 miles, ~of which 'only 80 
·(between Lyons and Seys~ll) are navigated by steamers : from Lyons to the 
sea is 206 miles; making a total navigable length of 286 miles. 

The breadth of the river at ~yons varies from 900 feet to 1~500 feet and 
in its downward course it is constantly. altering, ·according to the character of 
its banks and the surrounding country. At'Tain, it is about 800 feet whilst 
~t Pont Sai!lt:Esprit, where it is crossed by one of the longest stone 'bridges 
lll Europe, 1t 1s nearly 3,000. feet. These breadths are subject tO' considerable 
variations at different seasons of the year._ ' 

' The average height of the river allows boats to nm drawing 5 feet W!tter 
below Lyons, ~nd ~feet above that place. In summer) the available depth 
of the l?wer r1ver 1s seldom less than 3 feet, but on the Upper Rhone barely 
2 feet; m very dry seasons, however, boats drawing 2 feet are unable to run 
below Lyons. . . · . . . . . 

• For mall:y ye.ars, the Rhone was tho~ght to present fusuperable duRculties 
to steam-naVJgahon; but ex.te~sive works. were successfully carried out for 
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improving the channel; and the necessities of a large trade demanding trnnsit 
at length ca~ed forth an energetic attempt, which, proving auooesaful, has led • 
to the a~optlon of steamers ?f an extraordinary class, and of proportions pro
bably without a precedent m the world. '.fbeir J,>OOuliarity consists in great 
length compared to their beam; in some cases tlus proportion being as high 
as 24 to 1, and ordinarily 19 to 1 : and it must be noted, that these dimensions 
)lave not been arrived at through any do.,.mntio rule· but as the trndo and 
demand for .carrying capacity has increas~d. the boats have been cut and 
l~ngthened from time to time, without producing the difficulties which at first 
new would be expected from such a course. This gradual increase in length 

. however, has probably "reached its limit, for the investment, proving lucrntive' 
called ~orth 110 much competition as to over-supply the demand; and the rail: 
way b~mg: now ~pened from Lyons to 'Marseilles, almost all the pn8SC.D!!t:lr· 

· traffic 1s dtverted m that direction, and little is now carried on the river but"the 
most b~y and least yaluable goo~; showing thnt the theory of mil ways being 
unable to compete w1th water-camage does not hold true in every instance. 

· · The difficulties in the navigation are as follows :-

'

. ' 1st. Great uncertainty in the depth of water; sometimes the river being 
so high as to prevent boats passing the numerous bridges, and ngn.in so low 

, as only to allow of an extr~mely limited draught. 
2nd. The great speed of the current, which, on an.avernor.e, below Lyons 

runs' over 5f. miles per hour. · 
. 3rd. The · formidable cross-currents and eddies occasioned by the 
tortuousness and narrowness of the channel, as well as by .the numerous 
islands and .sandbanks • 

. There is no part of the Indus which presents greater difficulties thnn the 
Rhone at the junction of the !sere, where three currents of grent power unite 
at a point where the river makes a sudden bend, and is much controotcd by 
an island. The steam-boats, however, pass even this spot without apparent 
difficulty ; but it is to be remarked that their success is owing in great 
measure to the perfect skill with which they are handled. This was demon· 
strated in a most marked degree on the first occasion of our travelling by one 
of these boats, which was in coming from Turin, t>l4 Lake Dourgct and the 
Rhone, to Lyons. The outlet of this lake into the main river ia by a narrow 
stream or passage, known as the Canal de Sevillres: the direct distance from 
end to end of this natural canal is 2 miles, while by its course it measures 
3£ miles; its breadth is almost uniformly 66 feet, and in many caacs the 
bends' are so abrup_t, that each end of.the .s~m-boat (2·t2 ftlct long by 
34ft. 6 in. wide, over the paddle-boxes), w.as!'lthlD 10 feet of the bank on the 
same side. It is necessary at many, such pomts. to check the boat by a rDfC 
from the banks, but "the engines are not stopped, and we made the passage tn 
'34-i minutes, or at the speed of 6j 'miles pe~ hour. This!'~ so extraordinary 
a performance in such a boat, that we prod a second vlSlt to the spot as a 
check to ·our :first netes, and further, made a rough survey of the canol. 

We had hoped to :firid a boat .descending t~e Upper Rb~ne ~m Scysell 
(Culoz) to Lyons, but were disappomted, and ulbmnt~ly th~ discontmuan~ or 
the navigation for the season obliged us to forego seemg this part of the nver. 

The navi"'ation. of the .. llhonQ.ls nofearrieifon by.~y one or two large 
• compiwies as0on the Danube, but (notwi.thstan~g a comp~rativelf,!!':~! 

combination) by a number. of smaller bodi.es. ·which renders 1t more< 
to discover the minor details worthy of nohoe. 

The boats are pf two classes :-
1st. Fassenger-boats. 
2nd. Goods-b!)ats. 

E 
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· The peculiaritieS of the stream have prevented the success of tug-boats 
towing barges astern, and the narrowness of the river above Aries prevents 
their being lashed alongside, as below that point. 

All the boats are built ~f iron, ·~d are of very light construction: their 
bottoms are perfectly .flat for nearly the whole length; the keel is straight; 
the bow and st~ being tapered olf in the usual manner.· They are steered by 
a rudder of very great'size, worked direct by a tiller, which is curved upwards 
to an elevated stage, on which the steersman is placed, that he may see clearly 
the course before him. We understand some ·of the boats are fitted with a 
small engine for working the tiller, but think this must ~ave been discontinued, 
as we did not see anything of the kind. The whole deck of the goods-boats, 
and the part over the engines and boilers in the passenger-boats, is of iron. 

They all have capstans for service in case of running aground, and some 
of the goods-boats have small engines connected for working them.. They are 
all fitted with condensing engines, working with steam of from 40 to 50 lbs. 
pressure, generally expanded through about /oths of the stroke. The cylinders 
are usually horizontal, a pair of engines being supplied to the passenger-boats, 
and in most cases a single engine to the goods-boats. . · · · 

The boilers are tubular, the tubes being in cdntinuation of the furnaces, 
without any return;. a steam-jet in the funnel is universal, and is constantly 
in use; a cowl is also placed on the top of the funnel, turning .always away 
from the wind, and th~s still further encouraging the draught. 

The fuel used is coal. The effective horse-power is taken by a brake, and 
consequently differs· so much from the indicator power, generally referred to, 
that it is not easy to compare the result of thus condensing with steam of 
considerable pressure, with that more generally employed in this country; 
but we were unable to discover any marked degree of saving; indeed the 
economy, theoretically due to the high degree of expansion, is probably more 
than counterbalanced, practically, by the great loss of heat by radiation from 
the cylinders, which are worked without steam-jacket or covering of any kind. 

. There is nothing elegant in the appearance of any of the boats, but they · 
are eminently efficient.. . . . . · 

The following dimensions of one of .the most successful passenger-boats 
may be taken as a sample of the rest,-the cabins are entirely b~low deck :-

• 

. · · · . Ft .. In. 
Length 267 0 . 

·Beam ' 13 9 
Draught, light . .. . .. ... 2 · 3 
Ditto, with ordinary load ... .. . . .. · 3 · 4 

. Engines, 80 horse-power; 2 horizontal cylinders, diameter 
36 inches ; stroke, 3 feet ; steam pressure, 45 lbs. • 
35.revolutions per minute. - ' 

Speed ofboat, 13 miles per hour. 

Goods-boats. 
. Ft. In. 

Length .. . 426 0 
Beam .... . •:· ..... 21 . 3 
Draught, light .1 8 . 
Ditto, with 500 tons cargo ... ... , . 5 O· 

, Engine, single horizontal- cylinder, diameter 55 inches; 
stroke, ~ feet ; st~am, 45 lbs., cut off at roths. the ' 

· stroke; 24 revolutions ·per minute; say 170 horse- · 
power; 350 horse-power by brake.. · · 

Speed, 7l miles per hour, .. . . · . 
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Another Goods~boat :- . 

L , ength • .• Ft. In .. 

D
Beam u. ... · ·•· . ... 426. 0 

epthr . ·h· ••• 23 0 
Dr~ught, light .... . •••· 7 6 
D1tto, with 600 tons 0£'~argo ... · 2 0 

·6 3 
. Engines! 400 h~rse-pow~r by brake; 'a air of horizon 

cylinders, diameter 36 inches ; stroEe, 8 feet . ~ol 
speelre;~~ 45 lbs. j cut off, n ths the stroke. ' s . m 

• .· ~ h' es. per hour, fitted with steam capstans 
Rmlds 1ps. 

Ano!her Goods-boat :

Length 
Beam. . .. :~.: .. 
Dr~ught, light-about . .. : 
Ditto, with 600 tons . 

' Ft. In. 
475 0 
19 6 
2 O· 
5 0 

Engines,. about 180 horse-power; 400 horse-power by 
, brake •. 

Passenger-boat on the Up;er Rhone~ 
Length ... .. 
Beam .......... · .. . 
Draught, loaded with pa~~enger~·only ... 

. Engines, 60 ~?rse-power. 

Ft. ln. 
220 0 

' 14 0 
' 2 4 . 

. Passenger-boats on Lake Bourget, , passing through the Qa .. aJ 
Sevieles :- ...... de 

Length ... 
Beam ... ... . .. 
Draught, with passengers 

Engine~, 60 horse-power. 
Speed, 11 miles per ;hour. 

Ft. 
242 
15 
2 

In. 
0 
6 
2 

' It will be observed that the boats of extreme length are those emploved 
on: goods traffic, . · · · .· : · • 

' ' .. 

. THE SAONE. 

· · The river Saone is much less difficult ol navigation than the Rhone, 'fhe liao1 
chiefly owing to the current running at a less speed. Very extensive works 
have been executed .for b~ng fu.. the J;iver, an,d th~. ~ausing it to deepen 
itself. The navigat~on during a. p~ of. the s~er WllS generally ~topped 
until this was done, _but there is now sufli~!3nt water during the whole of the 
year to allow boats drawing 2 ft. 6 in. to ascend to Ohalons, distant 85 miles 

. ·from Lyons. The breadth of the riyer varies fro1;ll 600 to 1,000. feet, and the 
average speed of the current· dunng s~nuner lB about 1f mile per bout, 
increased occasionally to as much as 2} miles. · · 
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The passenrrer-.boats employed on this river are of the same type as those 
on the Rhone, but not quite so large. As a good sample-

. . . ... ... ... ... Ft. In. 
Length .... '"· .... .... .... •;•. 220 0 
Beam .. ,. . .,. .,. '"·· 13 6 
Draught, light-ab9ut ..•... • .. ., ..... 1 6 
:Ditto, with ord,Wary load 2 .4 

Engines, side lever, 50 horse-power, nominal; diameter of 
· cylinders, 24 inches; stroke, 3ft. 6 in. ; 33 revolutions · 

per minute •. 
Speed, 9 miles per hour, 

The goods traffic on the Saone is carried in barges towed by suitable 
steam tugs. Indeed, the load-draught of the goods steamers on the Rhone 
would render them useless on the Saone. · · 

Some of these tug-boats have not sufficient· power to draw their load 
through bridges or round quick bends in the ·river, and are consequently· 
worked in a peculiar manner. When arriving at any such difficulty, the load 
of barges is cast off' and moored in the stream. The tug runs ahead, paying 
out cable, which is fast to the foremo§t barge. On getting to a suitable 
distance, she lets go an anchor, and by means of a steam capstan hauls in the 
cable, and slowly draws the barges through the difficulty. ·The anchor referred 
to is made on a long stock, which is fixed to the ship's bow by a moveable 
joint; thus only allowing the :fluke end to descend into. the river bottom, by 
which much time is saved in weighing. . 

This plan of towing is also in use on some of· the Russian· rivers,. and is 
found to answer, but is very slow. 

Teams of horses ar~ kept at some of the ilifficult parts of the river to assist 
the passage of tugs which have no such addition to their capabilities •. 

TilE SEINE. 

The Seine, at the time we were passing throu~h Fran:ce, was so low as to 
stop the passage of the boats running to Rouen, and thus prevented our seeing 
much of the river. 

The b~ats employed for this trade are of about the following dimensions :-
, Ft. In. 

Length ..• 
Beam ... 
Draught (light) 

237 0 
14 0 
2 2 

Engines, a pair of horizontal cylinders, diameter 30 inches; 
stroke, 4 feet; 35 revolutions per minute. 

Speed of'the boat, llf miles per hour. 

The boats runni.rig between Paris and St. Cloud measure approXimately :

I.E!ngth. · ... ' -. .. Ft. In: 
... 160 0 
... 12 0 Beam ... ... -

Draught (light) .... 0 11 
. Engines, a. pair of cylinders, 27 inches diameter;. stroke, 

1ft.~ m.; steam pressure,.l5lbs.; say 40 horse-power 
nolllln~.. • . ' 
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The cargo-boats appear to be wholly devoted to freight. Some of them 
are. propelled by two screws, some by one screw, some by paddles on the 
ord1~ary pl~n, and o~hers by one :wheel placed quite at the stern of the boat. 
Theu effectl':'e speed 1s about 6 miles per hour. ' 

Through a considerable length of the Seh1e a chain is laid in the stream, 
and a certain class of goods-boats are fitted to haul upon this by steam power, · 
and thus draw themselves and barges with cargo against the stream. The 
current, however, of the Seine is very slow during summer: we timed it at 
about 1 mile per hour. The average through the year is about 2 miles. 

Another class of boats employed on this river are constructed in sections, 
which can be separated'one from another, one portion carrying the engines, 
&c. for the whole. These were not running when we were at Paris, and we 
understood they had not been found to answer, and ~ere laid up as useless. 

THE CLYDE. 

A very successful instance of river trains of barges is in constant use 
on .the Clyde, being employed by the Commissio'ners of the river as a means 
of transporting the material raised by the.dredging-niachines. 

The punts employed . for this purpose are square flats of the following 
dimensions :- · . . h fu' 

· Length ... 
Beam 
Draught (light) ·. .. . .. 

Ditto, with 15 tons load 

32 0 
14 0 
1 3 
2 6. 

Two rows, generally of 12 each, of these punts are lashed close together, 
with one of double the breadth at their fore end, shaped somewhat like the 
b1>ws of a boat; to save resistance in passing through the water. Another 
smaller barge is .attached at the stern, with a rudder 3 feet deep. ,by 4ft. 9 in. 
long. The front or bow-punt is attached to the tug which. proceeds with the 
train (being in all560 feet long), at an effective spee~ of 4j to 5 miles p~r 
hour. The power of steering by the rudder named IS very great, an~ 1t 
appears fully to answer its purpose : how far this would be the case in a rapid 
river full of cross-current.ll, with numerous shoals and an occasional chopping 
sea, can only be proved by trial. This much may be said, however, ~hat on 
the Clyde it is not considered feasible to run the train where exposed to the 
last-named risk. 

The tug used for this train on. the Clyde is :-
-• Ft. I~ . 

. Length 105 0 
Beam 20 0 
Depth 10 0 
Draught 6 6 

! 

~ngines, 60 horse-p~wer; 2 side lever cylinders, 30 inches 
. diameter; 5 feet stroke ; 20 revolutions per. minute; 

steam pressure, 7 lbs. 4 

This means of conveyance is very economical on the· Clyde, the river 
being so slow a~ to prevent the necessity for great power to ~v.ercome the 
current· but it must be remembered that to run at the reqUisite speed of 
9 miles' per hour on the Indus,· at least five times the power will be req,uired. 

F 

The Clyde 

• 
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The ordinary river steamboats employed in this co~try are so we~ ~own, 
that it is not necessary here to mention them; but we cannot do JUStice to 
the subject before us without a few notes on the American river-boats .. 

.AMERICAN RIVERS. 

The boats on these rivers appear to be of two distinct types. · 

First.-Those employed on the Hudson and other rivers of the Atlantic 
States; and 

Second.-Those on the :Mississippi and other western rivers. 

Not having seen these boats, we quote the following from Dr. Lardner's 
publications on the subject, and from the last. edition of Tredgold on the· 
Steam-engine. The form of boat 11-dopted for ordinary purposes, so far as we 
can ascertain, is quite fiat on the bottom for the greater part of the length, 
but the fore and aft lines made excessively fine~ They have a straight keel 
and a long over-reaching stem for landing passengers, &c. ;' there is nothing 
otherwise unusual in their .model below water. On some stations, ho.wever, 
where very small draught of water is required, we understand boats are 
employed with rounded water-lines, very much as shown in the accompanying 
drawing. These boats are generally of· comparatively sm~J.ll dimensions. 

I, 

FROM DR. LARDNER •. 

"Ih the steam" vessels used on these rivers no other strength or stability 
" is required than is sufficient to enable them to float and bear a progressive 
" motion through the water." • 

"The current or'the HuDSON is said to average nearly 3 miles per hour." 

" .To obtain an adequate notion of the form and structure of one of the 
" first-class steamboats on the Hudson, let it be supposed that a boat is con
" structed similar in form to a Thames wherry, but above 300 feet long, and 
"25 or 30 feet wide. Upon this let a platform of carpentry be laid, project
" ing several feet upon either side of the boat, and. at stem and stern. The 
" appearance to the eye will then be that of an immense raft, from 250 to 
" 350 feet long, and some 30 or 40 feet wide. Upon this flooring let us ima
" gine an oblong rectangular wooden erection, two stories high, to be raised. 
" In the lower part of the boat, and under the flooring just mentioned, a long 
" narrow room is constructed, having a series of berths at either side three 

-" or four tiers high. In the centre of this flooring is usually, but not always, 
" inclosed an oblong recta:p.gular space, within which the steam machinery is 
" placed; and this inclosed space is continued upwards through the structure 
" raised on the platform, and is intersected at a certain height above the plat
" form by the shaft or axle of the paddle-wheels. 

" These wheels are propelled generally by a single engine, but occasio~- . 
"ally, as.,in European states,. by two. l!'he paddle-wheels are usually of 
"great diameter, varying from 30 to 40 feet, according to the ma"'nitude of 
:: t~e boa~. In t~e wooden b!lilding raised upon the platform alr~adymen-

tiOned, IS contame4 a magmficent saloon, devoted to ladies and to those 
"gentlemen who accompany them. Over this, in .the upper story, is con
" structed a row of small bedrooms, each handsomely furnished, which those 
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" passengers can have who desire seclusion, by paying a small additional fare. 
" The lowe~; apartment is commo~ly used as a dinin.g or breakfast room • 

... In some boats the wheels are propelled by two engines, which. a~e 
" placed on the ·platform which overhangs the boat at either side, each wheel 
" ~eing propelled by an independent engine; the wheels in this case acting 
"mdependently of each other, and without a common shaft or aile. This 
"leaves the entire space in the boat from stem to stern free from machinery. 

" In the following table are exhibited the dimensions and other particu
:' lars of some of the ~teamers plying on the Hudson :-

Dimensions of Vessel. Engine. Paddle.wheel 

NAME OF VESSEL. .Diame. Length Number Depth Length. Beam, of Hold . ter of of of Diameter. 

' 
. Cylinder Stroke. Strokes. 

~ -------
Pt •. Ft.·. In •. Ft. ln. ln. Ft. Ft. ln. 

Isaac Newton ... ... 333 4Q 4 10 0 81 12 18j- 39 0 
~ 

2il Empire State ... ... .. 304 39 o· 13 6 . 76 12 38 0 

Hendrik Hudson ... ... 320 35' 0 9 6 72 11 22 83 0 

New. World ... .... 376 35 .0 10 0 76 15 18 44 6 

Alida ... ... . .. 286 28 0 9 6 56 12 24§ 32 0 
.· 

'' Considerable changes have been. made in the proportion- and dimen
" sions of the vessels navigating this river; all these changes having a tendency 
" to augment their magnitude and power,. to diminish their draught of water, 
" and to ip.crease the play of the expansive principle. Increased length and 
·"beam have been resorted to with great success. Vessels of the largest 
" class now draw only as much water as the smallest drew a· few years ago : 
".4ft. 6 in. is nowregardld as the maximum. ' · 

•• The in.crease of the dimensions of these vessels and their macliinery 
" has been attended with a greatly augmented economy of fuel." 

"The results of their performance show that the resistance per square 
" foot of i-mmersed midship section is not perceptibly increased by the in
" creased length of the vessel and the consequently augmented surface and 
". friction." 

" The engines in all cases are constructed on the condensing principle, 
" and although steam of 40 or 50 lbs. above the pressure of the atmosphere 
'' is frequently ,used, it is worked expansively, and a good vacuum is always 
"sustained be~in·d the piston by means of the condenser." 

' ' 

." The effective or iD.dicator power of the New World is equivalent, 
" according to the ordinary mode of expressing steam-power, .to 2,640 horse
" power." · 

- "The ne~ and largest class of steame~s are capable of rur~;ning from ~wenty 
" to twenty-two miles an hour, .and make on an average e1ghteen ~lles an 
"'hour. These extraordinary speeds are obtained usually by rel}dermg the 
" boilers capable of carrying steam fro~ 40 to 50 pounds pressur.e above the 
" atmosphere, and by urging the fires w1th fanners work~d by an mdepende~t 
" engine, by which the furna:ces ca~ be forced .to any d~sued ex..tent; but th1s 
" extreme increase of speed 1s obtamed at a disproportwnately mcreased con
" sumption of fuel. 
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" A separate engine is generally provided for driving the blowers : some 
"of those blowers are 10 feet in diameter." . 

" It must be-observed that, in relation to the navigation of these Eastern 
• cc rivers, the occurrence of explosions is almost unhea~d of." . 

, The Mississippi. " The steam-navigation of the MISSISSIPPI is conducted in a manner en-
" tirely different from that of the Hudson and· the Eastern rivers. Every one · 
" must be familiar with the lamentable accidents which happen from time to 
" time, and the loss of life from explosions which continually takes place in 
" those regions. · 

. •• A frequent cause of explosion in these boilers is the quantity of mud 
"held in suspension in the water of the :MU!sissippi." . 

•• In a Mississippi steamboat, the cabins, &c., are erected on .a flooring 
" six or eight feet above the deck of the vessel.·· Upon this deck, and in the 

. " space under the cabins, are placed the engines, which are of the coarsest 
" structure. They are invariably worked with high-pressure steam· without 
" condensation; and in order to obtain the effect which in the boats on the 
"Hudson.is due to the vacuum, the steam is worked at an extraordinary 
"pressure, the ordinary working pressure being 150 lbs., not unfrequently 
" raised to even 200 lbs .. ·Many of the vessels are 300 feet and upwards in 
"length, and are capable of carrying 1,000 tons freight, and 300 or 400 deck 
" passenger~, besides cabin passengers." 

FROM THE. UST EDITION OF TREDGOLD ON THE STEAM-ENGINE. 

" The great hazard attending the navigation of these rivers [Mississippi, 
"&c.], from snags, sawyers, and shifting sand-bars, to say nothing of col
" lisions, blowing-up, and burning, is so great, that it is absolutely necessary 
" to a profitable investment that steamboats intended for traffic upon their 
" waters should be built and fitted up with the utmost regard to economy of 
" first cost; hence the use of non-condensing engines and small scantling of 
" timber, as compared with other steamers." . . 
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SECTION II. 

On the Rivers in India. 

. THE ~ollowing brief description of some of the principal rivers of India is 
partly derived fro~ personal experience, and partly from reports of various 
officers who from time to time have noted their characteristics· and it is here 
given to show, in a general condensed form, the chief points on which we 
found our deduction~ regarding the class of vesse~ for their future navigation. 

· As a rule, the Indian rivers may fitly be described as wide, shallow, tur-
bulent streams, traversing a vast extent of more or less level country, the 
bottom usually of sand or mud, which, as a mass, is constantly on the move 
towards the sea, the ~hannel conse.quently always. shifting .its position, and 
the depth very uncertam. The naV'!-gllble channel, although deep enough, is 
often difficult to discern in a wide expanse of waters or amongst sand-banks 
intersected in every direction. by blind channels, among which the open one is 
undistinguishable. The current will often present swirls or eddies running 
contrary to the stream, which frequently shoots from an abrupt turning, at 
such an angle to the course as to deprive the rudder of its command, and 
throw a boat violently across the stream. or even completely turn her z:ound. 
These are but a few of the manifold difficulties which a knowledge of Eastern 
rivers suggests as of most common occurrence. 

For the navigation of such rivers, a powerfUl light-floating, easily
managed boat will .escap<:r ·difficulties, and overcome obstacles, which would 
entail serio~s embarrassments or delays to· the same boat when too deeJ!lY 
immersed, and consequently comparatively slow and difficult of management, 
and would certainly, in many cases, be found insuperable by the existing 
vessels. Such a boat, combined with a carrying capacity which will make 
her valuable either for Government or ·commercial purposes, is the great 
desideratum for Indian rivers. ' ' 

Owing to the peculiarities of the service, nearly all the boats hitherto 
· employed have drawn more water than originally contemplated by their con

structors.; and indeed, on the dimensions to which they have been limited, it 
would be a very difficult, if not an impossible problem, to build a boat which 
would fulfil all the stipulated conditions. ID: fact, the only way in which 
this can be done, is by adopting greatly increased dimensions ; and most 
Indian rivers are so wide, and their bends, although comparatively speaking 
sudden, are nevertheless of so great an actual radius, that there can be no 
practical reason against the employment of boats, if necessary, even as long 
as those before described on the Rhone, which is quite as bad a river for 
navigation as the Indus, or Ganges. 

' 

. In Section III. (see also Plan) 'we give the particulars of the c!ass of 
boats .which in.. our judgment will be found mos~ successful under all Circum. 
stances · ·at the same time, the amount of trade which may be developed on 
many !~dian rivers is, without doubt, far ~eyond ~rdinary calculations or pa~t 

. experience ; and therefore we would ~ot wish to d1sc.ourage any plan f~r the1r 
navigation, unless manifestly presenting features wh1ch .must of necessitY. e.nd 
only in failure, and cons.equently tend to prevent the mvestment of Br1t1sh , 
capital in such undertakings. . . 

• . .G 
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THE INDUS. 

The facilities for navigation on the Indus are necessarily subject to con· 
sidera.ble variations. During inundation, from April'to October, the rapidity 
of the current and the constant changes in the channel constitute .obs.tacles 
which it requires considerable experience to meet successfully, while m the 
low season, the shallowness of the water and the intricacy of the channels are 
frequent causes of delay. These shallows are to be found on every portion of 
the river, but they occur most frequently in the first 400 miles, as high as . 
Sukkur. and consist of loose sand-banks easily acted on by the current. 
incessantly undergoing changes, both as regards their place in the bed of the 
river, and the position of the navigable channel through them. It would be 
certainly difficult, if not impossible, to maintain a continuous deep channel 
'by artificial means, and these banks must consequently be considered as the 
principal obstacle to the navigation of the. river. 

The 'whole length of the river, from its source to th~ sea, is nearly 1,900 
miles ; of which about one-half, namely from 30 miles below Attock to the 
sea, 942 miles, is known to be navigable by steam-boats: as the CfOW :flies, 
the distance from Attock is 64.8.miles. . 

. For the purposes of this description, it may be divided into four sections; 
namely,- . 

• 1st. From its source to Attock. · 
2nd. From· Attock . to Mit tun Kote, generally known as the Upper 

Indus. · · 
3rd. From :Mittun Kote to Tatta. . 
4th. ·From Tatta through the delta to the sea. 

bt Section. 1st. From its source to Attock, a distance of about 873 miles, very little 
is known of its characteristics, beyond the fact of its being interrupted by 
serious rapids and waterfalls. In August, when at its highest point, it is 
said to be 100 yards wide 60 miles above Attock. Immediately above the 
town, the Kabool river fal1s in. It is said to be navigable for 40 miles from 
the confluence, while the Indus is known to be unnavigable from a rapid 
which occurs at that point. , · , . ' . 

2nd Section. 2nd. From Attock to 'Mittun Kote the distance is 450 miles, the first 30 
of which present many difficulties, and have not yet been· navigated by 
steamers. Attock is 1,000 feet above the level. of the sea, and the total 
average fall is nearly 1 foot per mile (the same as the Danube). It is here 
540- feet wide, and 60 feet deep at the bridge of boats ; 20 miles lower down 
it is in July ~ths of a mile wide .. 

In descending for 100 miles to the neighbourhood of Kalabagh, the river 
is, generally speaki~g, a narrow an~ deep st~e!lm, rushing down a valley from 
100 to 400 yards w1d~, between htgh prec1p1tous banks, through successive 
ranges of mountains. In this part it rises 50 feet during inundations. The 
fall of this portion of the bed is 20 inches per mile. 

Emerging from this hilly region, the stream expa~ds on approaching the 
level c~untrr near Kalaba~h ; ~rom th~nce ~o Mittun Kote, a distance of 
340 miles, 1t becomes durmg 1nundat10ns like an extensive lake and to 
peerah Ismael Khan, a distance of IOO.miles, ,in July and August, ~ne bank 
IS often not ~een from t~e other. The l'lse durmg inundations between Kala
bagh and 'M1ttun Kote 1s 8.f feet, and the fall-of the bed is 8 inches per mile. · 
T~e speed of the curre~t 1~ low s~ason~, below Kalabagh, is from 3 to 3} 
miles per hour, and dunng mundations IS as much as 6 .miles, increased at 
~he pary known a~ the R.apids of Kalabagh, 'to 8 miles per hour during 
mundahons; at this place 1t also runs 6 miles per hour in low seasons. On . ' 
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entering the plain at Kalabagh, the river loses its. previous clearness, and 
be?01;nes loaded with · ~ud. The depth also J)laterially diminishes, and the 
shiftmg sand-banks still further obstruct. the channel; but 'it is nevertheless 
navigable thus far through· the year, by boats drawin~~' 2 feet water. The 
voyages on this section have been only of an experime~tal nature, and have 
done little more than show the possibility of its navigation by suitable 
steamers. · .• • 

Srd. From Mittun Kote to Tatta the distance is 500 miles. About two 3rd Section. 
or three miles below the former place, the collected waters of the Punjab fall 
into the Indus through the channel known as the Panjnud. In augmented 
volume the river then :flows to the south, past the towns of Sukkur, Sehwan, · 
and Hyderabad. 

· With,exception of a range of rocks which cross the river at Sukkur, the 
general features ~re much as described between Kalabagh and Mittun Kote, 
but the river necessarily much extended in volume; the available depth, 
however, is not increased; for although the ordinary depths vary from 10 to 
20 feet, and probably a channel of 3 feet always exists in some part or other 
of the breadth of the .river, the sana-banks are so constantly shifting their 
position, that not more than 2 feet draught can be depended on without the 
risk of constant annoyances and del~ys. · · 

The·great speed of the current at Sukkur (9 miles during inundation) is 
the only real obstacle to the navigation of this section; but the water here is 
deep, the channel, clearly defined by precipitous rocks, is 400 .yards wide~ , 
and for a boat with sufficient power, no fear need he .entertained for the cer-
tainty of the passage. · · 

The. breadth of the river at the junction of the Punjab rivers, near Mit
tun Kote, is occasionally more than 80 miles during inunda,tions ; at other 
places the flood has often extended to a breadth of. 20 m,iles, but its ordinary 
breadths vary from 1,500 feet to 5,000 feet. The fall of the river~ bed is about 

· 6 i~ches per mile. 

The speed of the current varies at different places and seasons, from ·. 
nearly 9 miles at the greatest, in inundations, to about 2 at the least,. in dry 
seasons: The'former is only an exceptional speed; sucJ:t as at Sukkur or any 
special bend. of the river. The general average velocity is about 7 miles per 
hour in inundations, and 3 miles per hour in dry seasons; giving an average 
through the year of about 5 miles per. hour; it is greatest in the d~epest 
portions of the channel, being in 14 feet about double that found at 6 feet · 
depths~. 

. 4th. From Tatta to the sea, through the delta by the main chamiel, the 4th Section. 
distance is about 60 miles; and thence, i.e. from the Beacon to Kurrachee, 

. either by sea or ·by the old sea-channels of the river, is about 100 miles. 

· Near Tatta, the river throws of!' a great branch-the Buggaur, through 
which, during inundations, the navigatio:q. can be carried to the vicinity of 
KurracheEl'. · 

The influence of the tide is felt about 35 miles up the river; but·the 
current is nevertheless, always running down on the surface . of the :flood to 
within 15

1 
miles of the sea; and the water is more or less fresh f?r 3. miles 

beyond the Beacon, where the rise ,of. tide is 6 to 7 feet: 

The depth. in. the navig~ble channel !aries from '12 · to 30 fee~ ~t the 
deepest time, but is subject; like places h1ghel' _up,. to the uncert:untl.es of 
shifting sand-banks, which do not allow free naVIgatiOn aboye the t1dal in:flu~ 
ence to vessels drawing more than 2 feet of water ... 

I: ;f 

The. fall of the bed is about 6 inches per mile. 
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TilE RIVERS OF THE PUNJAUB . 
• 

The Panjnud (or Fivb Rivers), 'which ~ails into the Indus near 'Mittun 
. Kote, is formed by the junction of the Chenab and Sutlej, the first having 
previl?usly received the tributaries Jhelum and .Ravee, and the second the 
waters of the Beas. . . 

The length of the Pan)nud from 'Mittun Kote to Buckree, the junction 
o£ the Chenab and Sutlej, 1s about 60 miles; in the low season its width is 
from 800 to 400 yards, and the depth of the navigable channel varies from 4 
to 12 feet ; it is in general less obstructed by shoals than the Indus ; in the 
dry season of 1846 there was not a sand-bank across any part of it, and 
vessels drawing S feet commonly pass up it without interruption in the low 
season. · · · 

The Chenab, from Buckree, where it joins the Panjnud, as far as Moot
tan, a distance of 80 miles, and ori. to the junction of the Jhelum, is very 
similar to the Panjnud, with a depth of from 4 to 10 feet, but sand-banks are 
more frequent. Beyond that point it becomes, in some places, narrow and 
tortuous; but with vessels not dravd.ng more than 1 ft. 6 m. its navigation is 
considered feasible to Ramnuggur, a further distance of about 250 miles. 
The average speed of t~e current is 5 miles during inundation, and 2 to 8 

. miles in the low season, 
The Jhelum much resembles that part of the· Chenab · before the two 

·unite. Steamers drawing 1 ft. 6 in. can ascend at all seasons to .Ahmedabad, 
and, during the season of inundation, probably to Pind Dadur Khan, nearly 
150 miles farther. · · ' . 

The Sutlej is very slow durin~ the low season, so much so that the more 
1•apid Chenab, flowing across and mto its mouth, creates a backwater which 
so silts it up that the Sutlej can only make its way through by a number of 
small channels, about 100 yards wide, and 2 to 8 feet deep.• ·When this 
obstacle is passed, the stream is ordinarily confined to one channel, and has 
frequently been ascended by vessels quite unsuited, both in draught 'and · 
power, to the prevailing depths, the result leaves littl& question that boats 
suitably constructed for the river ; and not drawing more than 1 ft. 6 in., will 
navigate it with success to Ferozepore, a distance of about 820 miles, or even 
as far as the confluence of the, Deas, about 40 miles beyond. .Higher than 
this the navigation is probably not feasible during the low seasons, although 
in the inundation (May to September) it bas been found possible for a steamer 
of the description above mentioned as unsuitable, to.ascend to Roopur, which 
is close to the foot of the Himalayas. In the upper sections the character
istics are mainly those of a mountain-stream. From Ferozepore to the con~ 
fluence with the Chenab, the banks are uniformly of mud, never exceeding 
8 feet in height, and no bill or roc~ of any kind is found. 

PRESENT NAVIGATION OF TilE INDUS. 
Present Naviga. 

tion of the Indus. The river Indus and its tributaries have been navigated over a period of 
twenty years by the steam-boats of the Honourable Company. . 

· The vessels of the flotilla are habitually employ~d in conveying troops 
and public stores, and on general government duties, between Kurrachee and 
:Mooltan. The~ also .carry on,, once ~ month, a continuous voyage over the 
whole of tha.t dtstance, conveymg pmate passengers and goods on ·freight. 
The voyage 1s made from Kurraohee. along the sea-coast (or throu"'h the 
tidal channels wliioh in~ersect the delta} to the rive.r-mouth; from the~ce the 
vessels ascend the mrun stream. passtng success1vely the towns of 'l'utta, 
llyderabad, Sehwan, and Sukkur, to :Mitton Kote; here they leave the. 
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Indus, and, passing through the Panjnud into the Chenab, continue the 
voyage to :Mooltan. The regular navi!!'lltion hns not been extended betond 
these points; but the exploration· of .the ·rivers of the 'Punjab, and o the 
Upper Indus, bas been a less constant,. though still important part of the 
employment ·of the boats whenever they; could be spared for such purposes. . . 

With fo~ new. boats,.which are now being put together at Kurrnchoo, 
the Indus flotilla will constst of 12 steamers. These may be divided into two 
classes:-

1st. Those placed on the river prio~ to 18-.1.3. · 
2nd. Those especially constructed for its service since that date. 

. Two of the best boats under the first head, the u Planet" and •• Satellite." 
, are of the following dimensions:--:- . · 

Ft. Io. 
Lengih 128 0 
Beam ... ... ... ... 24 0 
Draught, with working weights on board 2 10 
Ordinary working draught, about .. . 4. 0 

Engines, nominal; 65 horse-power. 

These are still serviceable, strong boats, but are deficient in power and 
accommodation, and, moreov~r, draw far too much water. There are other 
boats under the same date (constructed for the Euphrates) of still smaller 
dimensions ; but all partake, in a greater or less degwe, of the same faults. 

The form of all is that ordinarily given to river steamers, namely, with 
sharp water-lines and a straight keel; and although some ltad the keel 
rounded up forward for a considerable distance, . or, in. other words, bad the 
" fore-foot" removed, they have been found very unsuitable in the turbulent, 
rapid waters of the river ; when they take the ground, they are very di1Ilcult of 
removal, and being obliged, from the draught, to contend with the stronger 

· currents, their progress against the stream is anything but satisfactory. 

· The boats of the second class (eight in number) are of an entirely 
different form. · The ordinary model proving so unsuccessful, Mr. Laird, of 
Liverpool, was induced to design a boat very much on the principle of the 
native craft ; and the first of the kind sent out (the .. Napier") is a good 
representative of the class. The peculiarity in the form is, that the "·hole is 
composed of rounded surfaces, and the keel rises from ncar the centre of the • 
boat towards each end, no "dead wood" whatever being given. This is the 
form refened to and recommended under the name of •• Spoon-ended," in 

· ·Section III. 

It is interesting to observe that a similar model was proposed by Yr. 
c. Cowles, first assistant master-attendant of the port ot Calcutta; in the 
year 1829, .for a tug-boat of the following dimensions:-

F&. In. 
Length 
Beam ... 
Draught, loaded ... . 

Engines, nominal, 50 horse-power. 

130 0 
30 4. 
2 0 

The desi!!'D .;as published in 1830, by Yr. G. A. Prinsep, in bit work 
u On the Ste~m Navi!!'lltion of Dritish India." The boat, however, ~as 
never built ; and the ~dit of practically in~roducing the model on IndUUl 
rivers is due to :Mr~ Laird. 

. The result of his experiment wns most successful. and all the more recent 
boats have been of the same form; some hare, however, been constructed or 
too full a model, and have not done so welL 

n 
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The dimensions of the " Napier " are :-

Length :·.. ... 
lleam · ... ···· 
Depth. ... .... ... ... . .... ... 
Draught, with . working weights on board, say 

65 tons • ... 
Ditto, . with ordinary load .. , . , ... 

Engines, nominal, 90 horse--power. 

The new boats are:-

Ft. 
160 
24 

5 

2 
3 

Ft. 

In., 
0 
0 
0 

7 
6 

Length ... 166 
l3eam ... 28 

In. 
0 
0 

Depth ... ... ... ·· ... ... 7 
Draught, with working weights on board .•. . 3 

7! ' 
2 

Engines, nominal, 110 horse-power. 

The actual weights in this case are (besides evety necessary article of 
equipment) coal, 25 tons; and two. months' provision for a crew of 50 men: 
The " Frere " is here referred to. · 

The~. Falkland," a boat of the same form, but of a size more likely to 
·give satisfaction, was lost at sea, between l3?mbay and the Indus. Her 
dimensions were :- · · · 

Length .. . 
l3eam · .. .. 
Depth 
Draught 

Engines, nominal, 160 horse-power. · 
Speed, 11 miles per hour. · 

Ft. In. 
220 ' 0 

33 0 
6 3 
2 9 

Notwithstanding the vast improvement in the form of these boats, their 
draught is still far too great, obliging them, among other disadvantages, to 
keep in the deeper parts of the stream, and stem a stronger current: 

The boats 'of the existing :flotilla are indiscriminately used on all parts of 
the Indus and its tributaries. This is manifestly undesirable, for the different 
sections and affluents of the river vary so much that the best boat. for one 

' part might be wholly unsuited to another,-a subject which has received our 
detailed attention, under Section III. of this.Report. 

THE TIGRIS AND EUPHRATES. 

The Tigris and Ainongst Indian . rivers we indude for the·. purposes of this· Report the 
Euphrates. Tigris and Euphrates, these: streams having been navigated for a series Qf 

years by the steam-vess~ls which now form part o~ the ~ndus flotilla. : 

The Euphratee. 

The capabilities of these rivers for navigation, as thus tested, are 
described in the following abstract of an official Report by Lieutenant (now 
Commander) J. Jones, I.N., dated May 26th, 1853, to her Majesty's Minister 
at Constantinople:- · · · · 

" The Euphrates bas entirely lost its character as a naviO'able river for 
" many years past, owing to the embankments which formerly ~on trolled the 
" spring floods in the lower part, between Sukesh-Sheukh and Korneh havin(J' 
" been swept away about ten years back. Indeed, its capabilities f~r navi: 
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" gation at any time have never been great: though I am aware the general 
" opinion, founded upon the reports of the Euphrates expedition in 1836, are 
" in favour of it as a feasible route to India. It must be borne in mind, 
'~ ho'!eve~, ~hat .Oolonel. Ohesney:s vessels navig3;ted the stream during the 
"per10d of 1ts highest r1se; and m a year, too, when the :flood attained some 
" feet beyond its ordinary level; consequently no obstacles were met with in 
"the descent of the stream to 'lead to the inference that any existed. The 
"contrary is, however, the case; for many obstructions, both artificial and 
"otherwise, are found il;l. its course, that develope themselves only in the 
" fUJCent of the stream. .There are impediments to navigation, even in the 
" season of its greatest height, and these, during eight months of the vear, 
"close its channel entirely to steam-vessels of the most moderate draught of 
"wd~ · · 

" The character of the tribes located on its bailks offers also a serious bar 
"to its usefulness for commercial. purposes, for I am convinced,· that unless 
" some great political change in the country interposes to coerce tltem, none 
" but_ well-appointed steam-vessels of war could effect the passage.· 

" Independent of the obstructions caused by shallows, ancient mill-dams, 
"and rocky ridges, which traverse its be.d from Hit northward as far as the 
" latitude of .Aleppo, the rapids coursing over these <;luring the freshes from 
" April to June could only be surmounted by the steam-boat I commanded 
" in 1841, with the aid of 200 men attached to tow-ropes acting in concert 
" with the steam power; and I question much if the superior vessels now 
" built could overcome them without similar assistance : at all events, the 
" delays that would ensue from the manoouvring requisite to effect the object, 
" would neutralize the advantages derivable from the agency of steam. 

"A knowledge of its character in autumn· a11d winter may be gleaned 
" from the fact of the descent in these seasons occupying the Nitom-i8 from 
" October to April; her draught was 3 feet 6 inches; not more than would 
" be requisite, perhaps, for a vessel carrying both cargo and passengers in 
" addition to her fuel. In some places, indeed, it was necessary to remove 
" every article but the engine, to insure a draught of 2 feet 6 inches, before 
" these ridges could be. crossed, and then only after several days' hard labour, 
" with anchors and chain-cables laid out to force her forward in the direction 
,, of the current of the river. 

, · ,·, Stich were the impediments met with in 1841 and 1842 ; now th~y are 
" still more serious, for the river has left its bed, and is entirely lost in the 
I• marshes and vast swamps on either side. It must remain sealed to shipping 
" until, in the course of time~ it ?pens for itself a new channel. 

· "The Tigris, however, is eminently navigable from the sea to Baghdad, 
" at all seasons of the vear, by very ordinary steam-vessels, drawing 3 feet 
" water. In the autumn, when in its lowest. state, a· little difficulty only is 
" experienced, but this is easily overco~e by com:r;non ~tivity an~ atten~ion 
" to the proper chanl,lels. There are, mdeed, no 1mpedi~ents to 1ts na~lga· 
"tion by steam-vessels upwards, f~r a distance of 5~0 mlles, and t~e tnbes, 
"thou"'h at times refractory, are m general less v10lent and exactmg than 
" thos: on the . Euphrates. 'From Baghdad northwards, well-formed, fast 

. " steam-boats c<mld reac,h the Upper Zab, and with per~everan;e mi~ht 
" attain as far as Moosul, from February to June ; at other times this portiOn 
" of the Tigris· is 'impracticable, from the low state of the water." 

We think it right to place in contrast with. the above, the. opinions 
expressed by· OaptainOampbell, I.N., whose ~xp~r1ence of these nvers has 
been very extended :- · · '· · · 

' I! • 

He says,-" The physical difficulties of these rivers were indeed 

The Tigrie. 
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cc formidable to steam~navigation in its infancy ; but I may ask, Where is 
•• there now difficulty in obtaining boats to run a speed of ~2 or 13 knots per 
•• hour, and drawing not more than 2 feet water P Such boats are to be seen 
cc every day on the Thames; and with them the Euphrates can be navigated 
•• from end to end. Skill and experience, and a .little outlay, will remove 
•• many difficulties which our ignorance of the localities makes us regard as 
" very formidable; and ·the fact that the volume of water always finds' 
•• a passage without anything like the perils of the • Iron Gates,' will show 
cc that there is no really serious or insurmountable obstacle to be overcome." 

. . ' 

· THE GANGES. 

Th~ Gangt"S. The whole course of the Ganges, from its rise in Thibet to the Bay of 
Bengal, is stated to be about 2,300 miles. 

It can only be considered navigable as far as .AJlahabad, a distance by 
the short route of 957 miles from Calcutta; but. steamers have on occasion 
reached Cawnpore, 177 miles higher up. • · 

The Ganges having left the mountain district" at Hurdwar, and entered 
the plain, takes a southern course for about 130 miles, and then runs in a 
S.E. direction, receiving several tributaries by the way. 'I:he distance from 
Hurd war to Allahabad is estimated at about 470 miles, the average fall in the 
river-bed being about 1ft. 10 in. per mile. Throughout this distance Captain 
South describes the Gange!! as a stream of shoals and rapids.· 

At .AJlahabad it receives the waters of the J umna, and the junction of the 
two rivers occasions a considerable difficulty to the navigation; for the rivers 
constantly rising and falling on different levels, alternately disturb each other, 
and the large quantities of. earth ~nd sand brought down by the current, 
particularly of the Ganges, are deposited near the eddies and slack water; 
thus forming a shallow and continually shifting bar. The difficulties arising 
from the existence of this bar are chiefly felt at the season of low water'; but 
there are in this locality other impediments. A few miles below the city, the 
stream, notwithstanding its increased volume, so shoals· in the dry season that 
the depth is not more than 2 feet. In consequence of'thesf> obstructions, the 
commercial ct>mpanies owning steamboats on the river ordinarily make Mirza
pore, 86 miles below Allahabad and 701 from Calcutta, the terminus 'Of their 
operations. 

From Allahabad the Ganges pursues its course in a S.E. dir~ction, and 
receives new afHuents. At Benares we find the river 1,400 feet wide in the 
dry season, and 3,000 feet in the rainy season. It is difficult, however, to 
giv~ a!l idea o~ the ordinary breadth of the s~ream, on account of its great 
vanahons, wh10h are from 1,000 to 6,000 feet m low seasons, and from 1 mile 

, to 3 miles in .times of flood, when also occasionally it spreads to a breadth of 
some 30 miles over the flat country. ' · 

.• 

The average depth, when high, varies from 35 to 58 feet, 'and when low, 
from 3} to 10 feet. . 

_The average sp.eed of the cu~re!lt varie.s f~om about 2i rile~ per hour in 
dry seasons, to 4 miles per hour m mundatlons; but at various places it runs 
at 6, 7, and sometimes 8 miles per hour in times, of :flood. . 
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The Ganges, in. the las£ 200 ,miles of its course, breaks into different 
branch.es, all of which find their way into the Bay of Bengal, forming an ' 
extensive .delta; two of these branches, the Bhaugruttee and the J ellinghee, 
uniting their waters, fo~m the. river known oas the Hooghly: when these 
streams are full, andJ consequently, ~avigable with ease downwards, the force 

• of the current makes it a difficult· passage upwards-. But for three or four 
months in the .year, owing to the shallowness of the abovff branches, all the 
steamers. and much of the native. boat-traffic have to proceed alo_ng the 
Ganges as far as the Goraee channel, · and thence. through the .intricate 
channels of the Soonderbunds, up the Hooghly · to Calcutta,-an extra 
distance of about 360 miles. · 

. The waters of the Ganges begin to rise about the end of :May, usually 
r~ach their highest point.in·September,· and then _gradually subside. · 

From this description, it will appear that the Ganges and the Indus are 
very similar rivers in their general characteristics. From the draught of 
some of the steamers employed in its navigation, the Ganges might be sup
posed to have a greater available depth in high seasons, but, from all accounts, 
the detention and delays to which these boats are subjected, at all times of 
the year,. through getting agrcmnd or having to expend unnecessary time and 
power in passing up through the deepest and, consequently, most rapid 
channels, induce the opinion that greater success will be attained ·by the 
future adoption of a class of boats of much less draught of water. .As high 
as :Mirzapore, boats might constantly· run with a draught of 2 feet, but above 
. that place, 1 ft. 6 in. would appear to be the greatest available draught for 
insuring punctuality during dry seasons. . · . , · · · . · 

The Ganges has many tributaries, but few of them can be considered as 
.na"\tigable rivers. The most important are the ·J umna, the Goonitee, and the 
Gogra. The Jumna, as has been stated, unites with the Ganges~ little below The Jumnn. 
the fort of Allahabad. Its navigation appears to be by no means free from 
difficulties. The bed is shallow and 'the current strong; the banks high and 
precipitous, Mth ridges of rock advancing in many places into the stream. 
These circumstances render the navigation both slow and dangerous. But a 
boat not drawing more than 1 ft. 6 in~ would avoi'd many of the obstacles. 

The Goomtee joins the Ganges about 26 "miles below Benares, and during The Goomtee. 
the .rains is perhaps· navigable for vessels of very light draught as far as 
Lucknow, a distance of about 250 miles ; but it will probably never be navi-

' gable for large steamers. , 

The Gogra rises in the Himalayas, and flows in a south-east direction,, The Gogra. 

until it unites with the ,Ganges a few miles above Patna. It is stated to be 
navigable for a distance of about 200 miles: .:he .breadth of, the channel is 
generally considerable, but at three places 1t 1s sa1d to be reduced to about 
70 feet for '50 to 60 vards. The average depth as high as Fyzabad, 160 miles, 
is 8 or 9 feet, frequently 20 feet, and nowhere less than '4 .fe~t. -fl.bo~e 
Fyzabad is a shoal on which there is only 2-l f~et of water; ~ut 1t 1s s~1d t~1s 
could easily be cleared ; and when done, there 1s no obstruction to naVIgatlOn 
up to ]yram GMt, about 30 miles higher up. The only real difficulties are 
rid"'eS of hard sand called masina, Which are dangerous to the native boats, 
but could easily. be avoided by steamers; The river is. stated to be easily 
navi"'able as high as Fyzabad for all vessels not drawing more than 3t feet of 
wate~, a~· all seasons of the year. · 
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THE GODA yERY. 
• • 

This river takes.its rise about 90'milesnorth-east of Bombay, andfollqws • 
a course generallJ from west to east as far as Chinoor, at which place it is 
joined by the W urdah, and from whence it flows in a south-east direction to 
Raja.hmundry, where, sfividing into several streams, it falls into the Bay of 
Bengal, about 250 miles north of :Madras. 

• The na~aation of this river is of much importance, as it forms the high-
way of transit to and frQm the great cotton-fields of India; but unfortunately, 
from the accounts, it appears to present greater difficulties than many others ; 
and although, without doubt, capable of navigation during flood seasons, even 
in its natural condition, requires artificial assistance before it can be so readily 
used as the Ganges or Indus. In common with other rivers taldng their rise 
in the table. land of the Deccan, which are solely dependent on the ·monsoon 
for the supply of water, it is, with the exception of a portion near the mouth, • 
inferior in its navigable capabilities in the dry season. 

The principal obstacles appear to be ridges of rocks which run across the 
river, and thf:' rapidity of the current, which is equal at certain parts to the 

' worst portions of the Ganges or Indus ; and third, at the rocky places men
tioned whirls are formed, which are more or less dangerous in flood seasons. 
As a set-oft', however, to these difficulties, the general course of the stream is 
said to be very straight, and to have few bends requiring much skill in the 
management of a steamer. · · 

We understand that boats drawing 1ft. 6 in. can run as high as Chinot>r; 
about. ISO miles above Rajahmundry, and thenee into the centre of the 
cotton district to Chadnah, on its affiuent the W urdah, a further distance of 
100 miles ••. 

• 
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SECTION III. 

Suggestions regarding the Best Class of Boats for 
navigating the Rivers in India. · J • 

' -. 
' . 

. ·' 
THE subject of the navigation of the shallow rivers .of I~dia is one of . 

. very considerable extent, inasmuch as boats which might be well. adapted to 
'some would be unsuitable on others, or even on different parts of the same 
river. But there are certain broad characteristics in .them all, which will 
enable the boats to be made considerably to resemble each other in respect to 
general form, being simply adapted in dimensions and power to the nature of 
the river they are intended to navigate. In short, the boats must be. suited 
to the varying conditions of. the rivers, and not ~o any arbitrary standard. 

It has been suggested that the goods· and passenger· traffic :may be com
bined; and this subject haVing been prominently brought before us, we have 
given it our best attention, and have carefully inquired on the Danube and 
Rhone regarding the adval)tages of such an .arrangement. We fini that on 

. both these rivers it has been tried and given up; the annoyance and delays 
of the goods traffic discourage passengers . from travelling, and the. officers, 

• naturally anxious·~o please their passengers, are too much hurrie~ to devote 
due attention· to the goods department. · 

Taking. our conclusions from the experience of the powerful companies on 
these rivers, we recommend that the two departments shall be entirely distinct. 

The following classes of boats will be require~ :- . 

1st. Boats for the tidal channels and deltas. 
2nd, Boats for the larger ana lower rivers above the influence of 

' thetide. · · . · 
~rd. Boats for the upper and smaller rivers.~ · 

Each of those classes will be further subdivided into boats for passenger 
traffic, and tug-boats and barges for goods traffic ; the !atter being in each 
case the class most suited to government or gel).eral serv10e. · 

The three following heads are the chief. points req¢ring attention :~ 

'ist. Xhe draught. of water ; 
· ' 2nd. .The effective speed ; 

· ~ 3rd~ The form of model. 

· On the :first' of these heads, .it is found that on the deltas and tidal por- Draught. 

tions of the river~ (special~y referring to the Indus) the extreme load-draught 
must not exceed 4 feet. 

On those portions of the larger +ivers above the influence of tide which 
are to be ,n~vigated throughout the year, the extreme load-draught must no~ 
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exceed 2 feet, owing to the sand-bars and other obstructions which are con
stantly occurring and ever shifting their positions • 

• 
On the upper and less .practicable, rive~rs, including streams whi~h are 

not navi!:mble during the whole of the year, the extreme load-draught should 
not ex~d 1ft. 6 in. · 

speed. 2nd. In reference to speed- , • 

We consider the passenger-boats should have sufficient power to propel 
them at 8 miles per hour against the average stream of the rive\' for which 
they are intended, excepting on some of the smaller rivers, where probably 
not more than 6 miles could be attained if other conditions are fulfilled. 

The tug-boats, with two barges in tow, each carrying 150 tons, should 
be capable of making at least 4 miles p~r hour against the current. 

Form. 3~d. The boats for navigating the deltas within the tidal influence will be 
best if built of the form below water ordinarily adopted for such purposes; but 
the gunwale should be kept low, and the accommodation for either passengers or • 
crew must be in houses above the ,deck, as described for boats on the main river. 

Their best dimensions will be,-
Ft. In. 

Length on water-line 180 0 
:Beam · ... 22 0 
Depth •.. 7 0 
Draught, loaded ... 1 ••• · 4 0 

Engines, effective_, 350 horse-power. 
• Ditto, nominal, 100 horse-power. 

And boats of these dimensions may also serve as local tugs to' Kurrachee• 
Harbour. • · 

Above the deltas the form of ;model should be that' most easily managed 
in a rapid current while steaming, and most readily got afloat when grounded; 
and it must further be such as to admit of a high velocity combined with 
s~table capacity on a very light draught of water.. · · . 

The form which ~xperience has proved to include the greatest number 
of these requirements is that with spoon-shaped ends, or, inore properlv · 
speaking, with rounded water-lines and a keel rising towards each end froiD:-

. nearly the middle of the boat. It is intended in its motion to displace the 
water by 'Dertical pressure, rather than by the· lateral action from the bows 
caused by boats of the ordinary model. 

The advantages of this form are, first, that; every pare presentin"' a 
rounded surface, cross-currents of the river have less poweJ,' in forcing the 
boat from her course, .and . consequently she steers more steadily ; secondly 
that when accidentally the boat takes the ground, she touches. on one part 
only, and the rising ends being freely exposed to the current, 'keep her in 
motion, as. if ~n a piv?t, which ~ends to g~t her of! the shoal, ~nd preve~ts 
the accumulatwn of nver-depos1t on her s1de. Th1s model has been exten-
sively tried on the Indus, and found far superior to all others. · 

• The. same principle has been ndopted in some of the light:draught boats 
m Amenca •. and.has been very favourably reported on as working on ·One of 
the Australian nvers. · • 

\ 

In cross-section it is important th~t the. bottom shall not at any p~rt be 
perfectly flat. A slight "rise of floor'' has \he double advanta~e of draining 
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all the bilge-water to one line, where it can be. readily disposed of; an,d · 
further, of being a much better form for"'speed. · . · · · · · 

. The n~tural motion of a ·boat when on a· shoal is necessarily only a 
collateral a1d, and cannot solely ·be depended ott for getting her afloat. · We 
suggest, therefore, that the boats shall be provided with a powerful capstan at 
each e.nd, by which they may be hauled to an anchor laid out on the occasion;· 
On the Rhone, ·a species of capstan worked by steam power has been adopted 
and found very efficient, and to save much labour. From the peculiar deck 
hamper on the passenger-boats for India:r;t rivers, it would be difficult to work 
the capstans at their ends in this manner ; but we strongly recommend that 
on each side the engine-room some such apparatus shall be fitted, so as to 
have a direct lead fore and aft; and in the tug-boats possibly the ordinary 
hand-capstans may be dispensed with. . . 

. . 

We must here observe, that one vessel on the-Indus bas been fitted with 
such an apparatus, worked by the main engines of the boat. We have failed 
in ascertaining how this has answeJJed, but think that, while right in principle, ' 
it was not well carried out, inasmuch as it was necessarily only available so 

·• long as the ship's engines could be kept in motion; and as in most cases these 
have to be stopped before t!!e vessel is free, the capstan ·would from that 
moment be rendered useless. As arranged on the Rhone, it is driven by a 

. small supplemental engine; and we think this an essential to success. 

Capstan. 

The steering-gear will require especial attention; and the peculiar form Steering-gear. 
of the boats will necessitate a rudder of extra size, which must be so made as 
to rise vertically, should it at any time come in collision with a bank or snag. 
The wheel for steering should be placed as fnr forward in the vessel as possible, 
and must be larger than .the proportion generally allowed, a tilJ,er being 
attached to the rudder for instant use at difficult places. 

. . 
It ~s also desirable that an additional rudder be placed at the bows. 'We 

are aware that "this has been already tried,.and although found of gteat service 
in steering, ultimately discarded. We think, however, it may be so arranged 
as to be secure from. the casualties which before hindered its success. · 

When travelling on the Danube, it occurred to us that an improveme~t 
might be made on the ordinary rudder, by employing two blades, set at a 
suitable angle, one on each side of the keel, and capable of vertical motion, 
one rising when the other is lowered.. On returning to England~ we find this 
idea has recently been patented : if it answers. thoroughly, as anticipated by 
the patentee, it will be a great boon in dispensing with the unw}eldy rud,der, 
now necessary abaft; and we should therefore advise i~ being thoroughly tried, 
before any more steamers are sent out. • · 

Mooring-chocks, timber-heads, hause-pipes, and ground tackle must' all 
be of more than. ordinary strength as compared with the class of the vessel. 
The introduCtion .of substantial well-fixed double leading-sheaves will also be 
a great help in the difficulties the boats will frequently encounter: 

';rron is ~he best material of which theboats can be built i .it would be 
very difficult. iQ gain the requisite strength and lightness in wood. Even in 

·iron, it is by no means easy so to adjust the various.parts as to give sufficient 
strength, without overloading the boat and causing her to draw too· much 
water; indeed, this' can· _only be secured by' using material of such slight 
scantling that the best iron which can b~ obtained, irrespective of price, ca~ 
solely be depended on. A material techmcally called "Homogeneous Iron, ' 
being in., .fact', a species of steel, has lately been introduced and used wit_h 
considerable advantage in the construction of boilers: its strength far exceeds 
that c;>f ir?n.. and we think that .for sox_e portions of the boats it may be we~ 

Fittings. 

Material. 
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to adopt it. The remainder of the outside plating should be of Lowmoor iron, 
or some brand of equal quality. • . . 

In the passenger-boats all cabins should be above the gunwale-line~ 
Head-room below deck being therefore \lnnecessary, the vessel's interior may 
be devoted to such a clas~ of framing as is best adapted for giving strength, 
and at the same time the gunwale kept conveniently low-say from 3 to 4 

. feet above water-line. 

The class of framing recommended (in addition to the ordinary frames or 
ribs) is a series of longitudinal and athwart-ships bulkheads or girders, 
combined with an overhead trussing corresponding with the "hog-frame" of 
American steamers. 

Passenger Ao- The passenger accommodation is a point which, while minor to those of 
commodation. general form and strength, is nevertheless of very great importance. 

0 

For comfort and convenience on this head, it is necessary-

1st. That the whole shall be arranged in houses above the ordinary deck 
of t~e vessel, the tops of which will form a promenad'e. 

2nd. ·That every means shall be adopted to give ventilation; and with 
this view, the whole panelling of deck-houses, doors, &c., should, wherever 
practicable, be constructed of Venetian openwork ; and we would suggest that 
an artificial draught be produced in the cabins by the introduction of a fan
blast having many openings, which could be closed at pleasure. The fan could 
be worked by the same supplemental engine as is intended to work the cap- . 
stans, and possibly the air-pumps: this will give gret;tt comfort to the passen
gers at a s.mall cost. 

3rd. That the cabins shall be spacious, and the saloon beds only be sofa 
berths divided by curtains, a far greater area being absolutely indispensable for 
each passenger in a tropical climate than is ordinarily supplied in other parts 
of the world. ne sleeping-berths, couches, and seats, should be light frames 
covered with cane-work, or some such material, thin cushions of chintz being 
used instead of the woollen stuffs often employed: In decorating the cabins and 
other woodwork, we would recommend the utmost plainness; mouldings,~crolls, 
and carved work of every kind, 'simply harbour vermin, and are of no use. 

4th. That the whole boat shall be covered by awnings of a very efficient 
description ; and as the gusts of wind on Eastern rivers are very severe, the 
'fltaJichions,· and other means of fixing the same, must be of far greater strength 
tha.n usually supplied in this country. · . . 

• 5th. That ample bathing and washing accommodation, also numerous 
water-closets, be provided. · · • · . 

· 6th. That European and native travellers shall, as'f; as possible be 
kept to distinct departments. · ' 

To particula~e our recomme~dations~ we· will. assume thein as applied 
to .the boats reqwred by the Scmde Railway Company to' irade between 
Hyderadad and ::Mooltan .• 

.As a general summary of the requirements for those boats we find:-

Scinde Railway 1st. They must have accommodation· for 200 passengers with their 
Compaor'• Boatl. b~gage and provisions, all in addition to the crew necessary for working the 

shtp. · Of ~hese pas~engers, we assume tha~ •. 100 at least wil.f be the lower 
class of nahves, nee~g only deck accommodatiOn, who, together with natives 
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re~uiring cabins, we propose keeping to one end of the vessel, the other end 
· bemg devoted solely to Europeans. Divisions "sh'ould be made for ladies and 
spare cabins provided for private partie~ or passengers out of health. ' 

Whether the forward or after dt:ltlk 'is treated as :first class, ·is ~·detail fo~ 
. future decision; the forward deck will be most IP.ry, but subject to greater 
annoyances from :he working of the vessel. 

2nd. That, being unable to run during the night, they must not lose 
t~e during daylight in taking in fuel, and consequently should parry at least 
eighteen hours' consumption (of wood). 

8rd. That with everything on board and ready for a journey, they must 
not draw more than 2 feet water. 

4th. That under these conditions they should be capable of ordinarily 
attaining an- effective ·speed of 8 miles per hour against the average current, 
which, being assumed at 5, will give 18 miles as the speed of the boat in still 
water. . · 

These points, we think, will be found fairly well combined in the annexed 
plan of a boat for this service, which is an example of. what appears to us the · 
best class of passenger-boat for navigating the larger and lower rivers of India · 
above the influence of the tide. The dimensions requiring to be modified to 
suit the a~ount of trade in each particular case,:- . 

· We must premise th~t there is no precedent on any river of a boat which 
would fulfil all the foregone requirements; and therefore,. while we have most 
perfect confidence in the success of steamers built .according to the conclusions 
at which we have arrived, we nevertheless must remark, that, the conditions 
being novel, the poats for fulfilling. them will assume proportions which in 
this country may at first view be thought extraordinary, but for the reception 
of which the preVious remarks on the Rhone,, Hudson, and Mississippi will 
perhaps pave the way. 

Our recommendation, therefore, is that the~e bo~ts shall be-
. t h fu 

: Length on 2-feet water-line • .. 350 , 0 
Beam............. 46 0 
Depth to main~deck beam (moulded) ... . . .. 5 · 6 
Ditto to top of fore and. aft girders, amidships 14 0 
Draught, loaded... ... ... ... t.. 2 0 

. Engines, effective, 800 horse-power. 
Ditto, nominal, sa;x. 200 horse~power. 

• 

The speed of this <boat on a ·trial trip or special emergency may t~qual 
15 miles per hour ; but :p.ot more than 13 miles can be depended on as an 
average performance, 

Such a boat would be 'capable of transporting a whole regiment and i~s 
equipage at one time, if required ; and, so loaded, would not draw more than 
2ft. 6 in. water. · 

We are aware thaf th~se dimensions are considerably in excess of those· 
previously contemplated; and a c~nsequence in this increase will be additional 
cost .. 

With a view to true ecbnomy, we t~ink t~e requirements for accommo
dation are not tqo high ; and even in the dimensiOns given! 1st-class passen~ers 
are more crowded than we could ha,ve wished.: probably 1t may be so~e tlme, 
however, before the ,boats will d'aily g~t the1r complement .. To obVIate the 

Dimensions. 
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additional outlay of capital, it has been suggested that barges might be fitted • 
with passenger accommodation, and be towed with the cargo-barges by the 
regular ~ug-steamers •. 

We have already mentioned that tbis mixing of different trades has failed 
on other rivers; but, irrespective of this, it would not e~ect t~e anticipated 
savinoo; for as the speed of_ the tugs could not be effi.mently mcreased, the 
time ~upied on a. trip would be at least double, and· consequently the 
number of tugs and barges required for the daily service must be propor
tionably greater; so that the saving would be very small, and moreover the 
working expenses would be considerably higher, as each day's tug and barge 
would req~ nearly the same crew, and take ten days on the road, as the 
lar!re passenger-boat recommended, which is estimated to take only five days. 
It ;.ould, therefore, appear wiser at once to build the best boats for the 
purpose, and allow for a service at first only every other day, and a tug with 
goods-barges, say 'every fourth day r for any passenger . would prefer waiting 
one additional day at either terminus to being five days longer on the road, 
and the commercial result would be far more satisfactory. 

Tug Steamers for the larger and lower :Rivers • . 

Tug-steamers We consider it desirable to avoid, as far as possible, the multiplication of 
;:! General-service distinct classes of boats, and theretore would so construct the tugs- as to be 

ts. equally suited for general o~ government service. 

For them we recommend the same form of boat as for the passenger 
trade ; the deck cabins being smaller, and principally arranged for the 
.convenience of the crew. They must necessarily be governed in their draught 
of water by the same limit' of 2 feet. 

With a view to avoid multiplying woodinoo.stations, we should advise the 
boats being constructed to carry fuel for double the time recommended for 
the 'passenger-boats, say 36 hours, as they will not run more than half the 
distance per day. 

' On this 2-feet draught, they must further be capable of eariying two 
,. guns and the requisite amount of ammunition, in addition to the extra crew 
for working the same, say, in all, equal to 25 tons dead weight. When on 
ordinary trade, these weights will not be carried, and they will therefore have 
capacity for an equal amount of cargo. . . . ' 

• Their speed with two barges in tow, each carrying 150 tons, must equal 
4 miles per hour against the average stream. On the Indus between 
Hyderabad and :M_ooltan, this is equivalent. to 9 D;tiles per hour in still water. 

·we must here observe that on the Indus, as' on the Rhone it has been 
found almost impracticable to tow barges astern; they are the~efore lashed 
alongside, a plan which limits the number to be taken at one time but 
requires less powe~ in tracki~g than. that ordinarily adopted, -unless b~rges 
and tug are made lD one contmuous line, as proposed in Mr. Bourne's steam
barge train. This arrangement i5 in principle very like the previously 
described trains of mud-barges employed on the Clyde and on any river of 

· similar characteristics; that is to say, with an equai' and clearly-defined 
cha:nnel, free from. sand-banks and cross-cul'rents, it will probably prove an 
enunently econormcal means of goods ~ransport; but '!'e fear will be very 
slo'!. Su:cess, how~ver! under s~ch ~ll'cumstances, is no criterion of ·com
p.ans~n With the naVIg~tlOn o~ Indian nvers, the'features of which above the 
tidal mfluence are so Widely different. We think the effects of the chopping 
sea to be met with on the Indus, and the difficulty .of so connecting the 
barges as to be sufficiently rigid for their work, are more to be feared than 
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the extraordinary length. Without, therefore,. pronouncing any opinion on 
Mr. Bourne's adaptations, from which suc~essfu~ results are anticipated, we 
feel bound to observe, that very great difli.culbes may be expected in the 
practical use of these trains on t~e streams in question. 

The dimensions of the tug-boats for the Scfude Railway Company and Tug-dimensions. 
general Governm~nt service-boats on the Indus,"and on other large rivers 
above th_e influence of the tide, . should be,- · 

Length on 2-feet water-line 
Beam ... 
Depth ,'.. .~. · 
Draught, loaded ... , .. , 

. Engines, effective, 400..hor~e-power. 
Ditto, nominal, say 110 horse-power. 

Oargo Barge8. 

• 
Ft.¥' In. 

220 . 0 
38 0 
5 0 

. 2 0 

These .should also be of the spoon-ended form, but the sides carried higher Cargo-barge~. · 
than in the steamers, to give room for the cargo below deck. They must be 
fitted with large hatches for easy access to the holds, each hatch being supplied 
with a derrick or crane, to give despatch in loading ,and discharging • 

. · They should be capable of carrying about 100 tons of cargo on 1 ft. 6 in. 
draught, and 150 tons on 2-feet draught ; and it will be found convenient that 
their length should be about five-sixths of that of the tugs·; say,.:_ 

. . . . ft'~ 

Length 190 0 
Beam 82 0 
Depth· .:. ..• ... .... •.. 8 0 
Draught, with 150 tons dead weight •. , 2 0 

· Ditto, 100 ditto ... · 1 · 6 

Upper River Boat8 •• 

. For the passenger and general-service boats,• on those upper and smaller Boats for upper 
rivers on which it is necessary to limit. the draught to 1ft. 6 in., we recommend and smaller Rivera. 
boats of the same form of model, and passenger-accommodation on the same . 

. , plan as on larger rivers, but for fewer numbers. ·It is difli.cult in a general 
report tQ r~commend sp~cific dimensions~when no. actual station is p~escrib_ed; 
but we think the followmg should not be exceeded ; say,-r . · 

· , · ' • Ft.· In. 
Length on the·l ft. 6 in. water;line 190 0 
Beam · ... 36 0 
Depth ... ... 4 6 
Dra~ght, ,loaded .. . . 1 6 

Engines, effective, 200 horse-power~ 
Ditto, ' nominal, 60' horse-power. . ' 

The speed must not be assumed at over 10 miles per hour on a .trial trip, 
or say an ordinary perform11-nce of 9 J;l1iles per hour. Such a b~at could have 
cabin accommodation•for about 20 passengers and say 50, natives on deck; 
and until the trade is considerable, could also work !lS a tug-boat~ •. 

·L 
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MACHINERY. 

. Our deductions from the review of differel).t classes of engine-power, which 
will be found in the Appendix:, are that, all points considered, .condensing 
engines working at a mode~te pressure, say of 16 to 18 lbs., are best suited. 
to the navigation of Indian rivers ; and we may further remark, that a large 
proportion of the builders and engineers with whom we have consulted agree 
with us so far as the adoption of condensation is concerned. · 

Our chief objection to an increase on the pressure named is thE\ additional 
weight it involves in the boilers, and the doubt of safely maintaining the same 
pressure after a few years' service. • 

Several officers in command of. the existing Indus :flotilla have advised 
that future condensing engines shall be fitted with a branch exhaust-pipe 
through the side of the vessel, to admit of the engines being worked when the 
• vessel is aground, by the pressure of the steam alona In this we quite agree, 
and would suggest that the. result may be best and most simply obtained if 
the air-pumps are worked by an auxiliary engine. 

"' . ' ... 
We deem it beyond our province to recommend any definite form of 

Cllooine, and therefore, although fore-and-aft oscillating cylinders Jl.l'elihown in 
the accompanying drawing, we pnly wish to convey that direct-action engines 
should be employed, the particular description being left for future decision. 
The following genel'.{ll heads must, Jlowever, be attended to, whatever form is 
adopted. . , . · 

Arrangement of 1st •. The engines and J>oilers should be. spread,' if possible, over a length 
Engines & Boilen~. of the boat sufficient to float that part of. the ship's weight, together with its 

load of machinery, water, fuel, &c., or at a11y rate over as great a length as. 

Weight. 

Framing. 

can conveniently be spared. . . • . .· : 

· 2nd. Total lightness Qf ~he engineS is of much importance; but in aiming 
at this, it n;tUSt be remembered that efficiency and durability are the chief 
essentials. • 

3rd. The framing of the engines should, wherever practicable, be of 
wrought iron, not only for lightness,. but partially to avoid risk of accidents 
from the twisting of such light boats; further, the engine-bearers should be 
very carefully arranged, to give the requisite support and stiffness without 
undue weight; ·.. "" · · 

An--pumps and 4th. The air-pumps and co~de~sers must be much larger tb8.n those 
Coodensen. ordinarily employed in this country. The average temperature of the water 

of the Indus is 84•, and the calculations should be made on this basis. There 
should be two injection sea-cocks on each side of the vessel, one placed in the 
best position for ordinary service, and the other near the surface for use when 
the water is v~y muddy; and both should be considerably befo:e the paddle
wheels. If the air-pumps are worked by an auxili11ry engine the ventilatinO'. 
fan, the steam capstans, and ship'• pumps, can be dri;en by the sa;;e 
means. 

Paddle- wheel.e. 

. . . 
5th •. The boats should be propelled by paddle-wheel~, a~d not by screws. 

. • 1 ' 
.. .. t • 

· It has bee:n 's?ggested that. two pairs of whe!)ls might·be adopted with 
advantage, and a gam, that one pa~r s~uld be used, but each wheel be worked 
~y separate p~wer; for reasons gtven m the Appendix, however, we conclude 
m reco!D'mending that the boats be propelled by one pair· of engines working 
on~ pa1r of wheels. ., 
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• • T~ese wheels must be considerably stronger than the ordinary propor• 

t10ns g1ven for deep water, and power should be given for ·throwing either 
wheel out of. gear on an ~mergency. · • ' 

. It has been said that the old~fashio:p.ed wheels with straight arms are best 
su1~ed t? a service where collision· with the banks is Qf frequent occurrence ; 
on mqmry, ,however, we find it is the outer arms only which ·get injured . on 
the~e occasions ; and as such· a construction necessitates a 'bearing on the 
sp~mg-~eam which often gives' rise to trouble, and has in consequence been 
q.u1t~ discarded on t~e Danube and Rhone, we suggest' the use ot .a modifica- · 
i10n m the form which has been adopted with success on these rivers. The • 
o.uter and centre se~s of arms in this are straight, but those next the ship's 
Sides are. bent, to g-Ive space for the paddleshaft-bearing. This wheel is sim
ple, efficient, and not more liable to h;!Jury than one with straight arms only • . . 

We do not think feathering-wheels would be at all suitable, and in so 
small a depth of water their performance would' be littJe superior to those 
recommended. 

. 6th. The boilers should be tubular, and will require very large furnaces Boilers. 
m those boats intended to burn wood fuel. The :value of this fuel being 2! 
to 1 of .coal, the :fire-bar area must be increased in th~ same ratio. 

\ f . '1 • I 

:fhey must have very large spaces in every direction, and more than. the 
ordinary proportions of cubic contents, on account of the dirty water. The 
great weight is against this; but it will be~better to carry a few tons more 
water than get the boilers choked, and possibly burned,· by the accumulated 
deposit of sand. · 

It has' been suggested that the furnaces being. necessarily so Jarge, the 
heating surface might be obtained by the old flue,. instead of the multi
tubular arrangement. This woUld possess the advantages· of greater dura. 
bility and ease of repair, but we fear will be found to occupy too much room, 
and to be too heavy. · ,. . . . . ... 

. In construction of the boilers we tl\inli the before-mentio.ned " homo· 
geneous iron" may be employed with advantage.· •• · · • · •· 

• 
7th. With a view to prevent the unneces~ary • multiplication of spare Engines made 

parts of the engines, and also for certainty in re-makin~ anything which may template. 
have worn out or become broken by .casualty, we recommend that all the 
engines of each class shall b~ :fitted to templates, in order that' t~ey may be 
precisely similar; the t~mplates, of course, being preserved fbr future re~erence. 

8th. In designing both engines and boilers; partipular attention· inust be Ease of ~hipme1 
paid to ~ase of shipment. . The castings should, therefore, not J>~ made larger 
than necessary, and \he boiler~ must be in small portio.ns. 

We wish it should be clearly understood, that in our opinion none of 
these river-boats can be safely·trusted to inferior officers: th~ best men who 
can be obtained should be ernployed. By degrees a private company might 
train a class of officers. who will not be so highly,r~d; but at ?rst the ex.tra 
salary of the best men will bear but a srnall p~ Jrtlon to the riSk o~ trustmg 
to inexperienced persons. ~· • · . 

' ,·· '" . 
We further wish to state, that none of the boats in_tended to trade abov.e 

the deltas will in any way be suited to encount~r the r1.sk~ o,f deep-sea naVI· 

gation and should be retained exclusively for r1ver serviCe.· ·· 
' . 

. It would be advisable that the first o~ the ~arger boats should be co';ll
pletely put t()gether in this country, ~nd weij :rted before sent out ~o I~d1a, 

• 
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MACHINERY. 

Our deductions from the review of different classes of engine-power, which 
will be found in the Appendix, are that, all points considered, conden~in~ 
en!ri.nes Wt>rking at a moderate pressure, say of 16 to 18 lbs., are best smtea, 
to the navigation of Indian rivers; and we may further remark, that a large 
proportion of the builders and engineers with whom we have consulted agree 
with us so far as the adoption of condensation is concerned. 

Our chief objection to an increase on the pressure named is th«\ additional 
weight it involves in the boilers, and the doubt of safely maintaining the same 
pressure after a few years' service. • 

• Several officers in command of the existing Indus flotilla have advised 
that future condensing engines shall be fitted with a branch exhaust-pipe 
through the side of the vessel, to admit of the engines being worked when the 
• vessel is aground, by the pressure of the steam alona In this we quite agree, 
and would suggest that the. result may be best and most simply obtained if 
the air-pumps are worked by an auxiliary engine. 

,• • I ' 

We deem it beyond our province to recommend any definite form of 
e11o~e, and therefore, although fore-and-aft oscillating cylinders JU'e &ho~ in 
the accompanying drawing, we .only wish to convey that direct-action engines 
should be employed, the particular description being left for future decision. 
The following gene~ heads must, )lowever, be attended to, whatever form is 
adopted. · 

Arrangement of 1st .. The engines and )>oilers should be. spread,' if possible, over a length 
Engines & Boilers. of the boat sufficient .to float that part of the ship's weight, together with its 

load of machinery, water, fuel, &c., or at at.ty rate over as great a length as 
can conveniently be spared. 

Weight. 2nd. Total lightness Qf the engines is of much importance; but in aiming 
at this, it must be remembered that efficiency and durability are the chief 
essentials. • 

Framing. 3rd. The framing of the engines should, wherever practicable, be of 
wrought iron, not only for lightness, but partially to avoid risk of accidents 
from the twisting of such light boats; further, the engine-bearers should be 
very carefully arranged, to give the requisite support and stiffness without 
undue weight; ·.. ·"" 

Air-pumpa and 4th. The air-pumps and conde~sers must be ~uch larger than those 
Condenl!t!n, ordinarily employed in this country. The average temperature of the water 

of the Indus is 84•, and the calculations should be made on this basis. There 
should be two injection sea-cocks on each side of the vessel, one placed in the 
best position for ordinary service, and the other near the surface for use when 
the water is Vf!!tY. muddy; and both should be considerably befo;e the paddle. 
wheels. If ~he w-pumps are worked by an auxili;lry engine, the ventilatinc.. 
fan. the steam capstans, and ship'i· pumps, can be driven by the sa~e 
m~. . 

PaddJe.wbeelt. 5th •. The boats should be propelled by paddle-wheels, a~d not by screws. 
" , 1 ' 

*' • • • 

It has bee,n ~.uggested that. two pairs of wheels might· be adopted with 
advantage, and a gam, that one pa~ sh~uld b~ used, but each wheel be worked 
~1 separate p~wer; for reasons g'lVen 1n the Appendix, however, we conclude 
m reco!D-mending that the boats be propelled by one pair of engines working 
on~ pall' of wheels, • 
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. • T~ese wheels must be considerably stronger than the ordinary propor· 

t10ns g1ven for deep water, and power should be given for ·throwing either 
wheel out of_ gear on an pmergency. · • • 

. It has bee~ said that the. o}d-fas~io:p.ed wheels with straight arms are be~t 
sut~d t? a serVIce where collis10n w1th the banks is Qf frequent occurrence ; 
on mqwry, .however, we find it is the outer arms only which get injured on 
the~e occasiOns; and as such· a construction necessitates a 'bearing on the 
sp~mg-~eam which often gives' :rise to trouble, and has . in consequence· been 
q_wte. dtscarded on t~e Danube and Rhone, we suggest' the use of .a modifica- · 
t10n m the form which has been adopted with success on these rivers. The ' 
opter and centre sets of arms in this are straight, but those next the ship's 
s1des are. bent, to give space for the paddleshaft-bearing. This wheel is sim
ple, effic1ent, and not more liable to i~ury than one with straight arms only . . . 

We do not think feathering-wheels would be at all suitable, and in so 
small a depth of water their performance would· be littJe superior to those 
recommended. · 

. 6th. The boilers should be tubular, and will require very large furnaces Boilers. 
m those boats intended to burn wood fuel. The value of this fuel being 2! 
to 1 of. coal, the fire-bar area must be increased in th~ same ratio. 

~hey must have very large spaces in every direction, and more than. the 
ordinary proportions of cubic contents, on account of the dirty water. The 
great weight is against this; but it will be,better to carry a few tons more 
water than get the boilers choked, and possibly burned, by the accumulated 
deposit of sand. 

It has been suggested that the furnaces being. necessarily so Jarge, the 
heating surface might be obtained by the old flue, instead of the multi
tubular arrangement. This woUld possess the advantage~ of greater dura
bility and ease of repair, but we fear will be found to occupy too much room, 
and to be too heavy. · ' 

• • J • 

In construction of the boilers we tYlin'kt the before-mentio}led " homo-
geneous iron" may be employed with advantage.· , • · · ' ' .. ' 

• 
7th. With a view to prevent the unneces~ary · multiplicati~ of spare Engines made to 

parts of the engines, and also for certainty in re-making anything which may template. 

have worn out or become broken by _casualty, we recommend that all the 
engines of each class shall bE! fitted to templates, in order that' t~ey may be . 
precisely similar; the templates, of course, being preserved for future re~erence. 

8th. In designing both engirills and boilers, partipular attention· must be Ease of ~hipment. 
paid to ease of shipment. . The castings should, therefore, not p~ made larger 
than necessary, and the boiler~ must be in small portio_ns. 

We wish it should be clearly understood, that in our opinio:n none of 
these river-boats c;;an be safely·trusted to inferior officer~ : the best men ~ho . 
can be obtained should be employed. By degrees a pmate company m1ght 
train a class of officers who will not be so highly pa~d; but at ~rst the ex.tra 
salary of the best men will bear but a small proportiOn to the r1sk o~ trustmg 
to inexperienced J.lers?~s. . . . . • · : 

We fllfther wish to state, that none of the boats in.tended to trade abov.e 
the deltas will in any way be suited t? encount~r the rt.sk§ o,f deep:sea navi-
gation, and should be retained exclus1vely for r1ver serVIce. • · 

. It would be a~visable that the first of the ~arger boats should be co~
pletely put together in this country, ~nd well •tned before sent out to Il!-d1a, 

• 
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in order that any improvements which might tliu"s be suggested may be 
adopted in those which follow. ~ · 

' 't 
A general summary of. our. opinions on the best dimensions and form of 

the ·various classes of boats for navigating the Indus and its Jributaries is 
given in the following table'; all the boats· being fi~ted with paddle-wheel 
direct-action condensing engines :- ' 

I 

SERVICE. t Load. , ength. Beam, Depth. Draught. 

:---'"" 

Feet. Feet. Ft. In. Ft. In. • ~-Tug & General-service 1 
Boats within the tidal 180 22 7 0 4 0 
influe:Dce ................ 

Passenger Boats on the} 
main river (Hyderabad 350 
to Moolt11n)............ • 

46 5 6 2 0 

Tug & General-service} 
Boats on those rivers • 

220 
-

38 which admit of 2 feet 
d~ught .............. . 

5 Q 2 0 

. ·~ 
Engines. ·Form. 

Elfective Nominal ·' h •• p. b.-p. • . 
350 100, { Straight keel, with 

ordinary water-lines. 

800 
••• • 

200 rising keel & rounded·· f 
Spoon-ended, i, ·e. 

400 110 

water-lines . 

. . 
' 

D1tto. 

•'' ..... 

Passenger and General-} 
service Boats for rivers 

· on which 2 feet would 
be an inadmissible 
draught ; dimensions 
not to exceed.,; ........ 

190 36 4 6 1 6 200 60 
' , 
Ditto. 

. 
Cargo. barges ............. .. 190 32 8 0 Ditto. 

~. 
.. 
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· · APPENDIX. 

On the .Machinery· for J:n~an. River Steamers. 

NoN.cONDE~SIN~ engines have so frequently been referred to as best 
adapted for Ind1an nver steam-boats, that we feel opliged .briefly to review 
their stated merits:· · · · · 

The advantages claimed for them are:-

'!st. That they ~tre llghtey than tli.ose With condensinoo appa:,atus 
. • and that, being more compact,. the1 occupy less sp~ce. · ' 
2nd. That they a,re of a much simpler construction • 

. 3rd .. That, having no air-pumps or condenser, the risk. of injury to 
those parts by sand or mud choking them is avoided. 

4th. That they are che,per in first cost. 

~ oting these claims in succession-

1st. Non-~ondensing engines are stated to be llght;r ~d inofe compact. • 
~ . . 

This win be the case if, as' in the loccimotiv;; fhe parts ;f the boilers ar~ 
greatly crowded, and the blast from the exhaust steam is employed so to urge 
the fires as to make a small boiler do the work oil a large one; but the heat 
of the furnace is thus necessarily much increased, and consequently, the tubes 

.. and other parts exposed to it last a proportionably shorter time, and an undue 
amount ·of. beat is wasted up the chimney. • • · • · 

The quantity of water carried in a· loco~otive boiler is very small, ll.nci 
' the evaporation extremely rapid : perfectly clean water is always employed, 

and a small mixture of mud causes most serious inconvetrlence from priming 
or boiling over; any such arrangement for S!fving weight wpuld therefore 
give rise to seri~us ?ifficulty from t~e .dirty water, which will alwa~s be used in ; 
the steam-boat bmlers. Constant watchfulness would be reqwred on the· 
part of the engineer, as. a few minutes: carelessness might cause great danger, . 

. should a sudden loss of water not be mstantly observed,· and the fires drawn • · 

. out. Again, the high working pressure, sa! of SO.lbs., may ~e perfe?tly safe 
when the boilers are new; but where repaus are mfrequent, expens1ve, and· 
difficult to . effect, a properly ca:utious man, after a t!me,; will hesit~te in 
pressing his boilers so big~, and, c~nsequently, *the stup, will fall off m her 
speed, and dissatisfy all connected With her. . · • 

Also the ~peed with ":hich a locomoti~e pi~ton works is an essential-to 
the elements of lightness and compactness; for if ~owe~ to run s\ower, the 
same amount of po~er could. only be Mbta1n~d by mcrjmsl~g the s1ze of the 
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cvlinders, and consequently augmenting their weight; but this speed is very 
detrimental to the durability of the engine. ~ • • . · 

All these peculiar features are necessities of the· service· to which a 
locomotive is adapted; but it would appear. unwise to adopt the admitted 
disadvantages of ·a given arrangement where the requirements are so yery 
dissimilar. . . . . . . . 

If, however, inst~ad of the locomotive form, a suitably la;rge .area is 
given to the furnaces, wide spaces between the tubes, and a large quantity of 
water a}lowed, or, in other words, if zm ordinary marine boiler of good pro
portions is supplied (whether rou~d or square), and of sufficient strength to 
work at the increased pressure-say o€ 80 lbs.-the pistons arranged to work 
at a fairly moderate spee~, and the engines kept separate from the boilers, the 
total weight will be greater than that of an ordinary condensing engine ·of 

· the same indicator, or effective ?.ower, working at a pressure of 16 to 18lbs. 
and having the same form of bmler, '~:he c,ause of this is, that although the 
e11gines themselves are lighter, the boilers are very much heavier.. for the 
steam blown into the aj.r and causing a c~nsiderabla.back (or counter) pressure 
on the pistons in the one case, is made to add some 10 lbs •• of effective pres
sure in the otl;ler; or; assuming steam. o( 80 lbs. pressure, a non-eondensing 
engine is blowing away one-eighth or 12 per ceJ}.t. of its power; this propor
tion varying in'lierselu according to the pressure employed ; . so that· with 
50 lbs. pressure, 20 per cent. would thus· be lost. · In order to obtairi. the 
same efficiency, therefore, with a natural (or an equal amount of) draught in 
each ease, the boiler to work at.SO lbs. must be one-eigh~h larger; and not 
only so, but,. to stand the increased working pressure, it must b!1 stronger, 

. the stays must be closer together if a square boiler, and the plates increased 
in thickness if a round form 'is adopted. And further, the consumption of 
fuel will be increased one-eighth, and the amount to be.carried will therefore 
be greater in the saine proportion. · 

I. • 

The following is ·an instance in . demohstration of the statement that 
non-condensing engines are not lighter than others, if the actual power 
exerted is corp pared. W: either case. The high-pressure engines bf her· 
:Majesty's screw gun-boats complete wi,th water in boilers, &c., weighed 
42 tons, and i4dicated 240 horse-power. The condensing engines of her 
Majesty's despatch-boat Elfin, with feathering paddle-wheels, under the same 
circumstances, weighed 27 tons; and 'also indicated 240 hors6-power. This 
is.probably an extreme pase, but, after making every allowance, shows a 
decided balance against non-condensing engines. . · 

• 
K.s to the benefit of 'to~pactness :-

. • The great ?i.fficulty of co~"struction !n these. boats of light draught i~ to 
grre them suffiCient strength to carry the1r machinery; therefore the obvious 

· aim should be to spread this weight· over as great a length of the boat as · 
convenient. • · · · ' 

• J , ' 

· 2nd. The next advantage Claimed· for non-condensing .engines i~ that, 
they are less complicated; but this consists only in the abolition of the air
p~mp, which is simply an additional pump bf larger dimensions1 but other-
1\'lse the same as those employed for the feed and bilge; the injection-pipe and· 
cock answering .to the suction-pipe, and the condenser to an enlar.,.ed bottom 
chamber. Four such pumps of smaller proportions would .be 

0 
employed 

~hether for non-c?ndensing or gondensing .engines; •thus the only com plica: 
tiOn of the latter 111, that fiv.e, or at most s1:x: pumps, are worked in place of 
four ; and for this saving a. great and constant increase would be made to the 
working expenses pf the engines; · · ,. 

3rd. That, having no air-pumps or condense;, the risk 'or injury to those 
pal'i:s by sand or :.;nud .choking them is avoided.: , . · 

• 
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This is an argument w~iQh ?annot be'contrad.icted; but the. question is, 
at what cost the adv.antage .u •. ramed., •. · . . . . . . . • . 

. ~esides the additional amount of fuel burned for fhe same ef!e'Ctilve power 
the nsks coll:sequent on tbe tendency to primin~ with high-pressure steam, a~ 

• , bef~re mentioned, are not confined to the boilers, but also extend to the 
eng1nes, for these may be seriouslY. injured by water gettin<> into the cylinders· 
and it m·ust be. obse~ved that on' the Nile (MahmoudeheCanal), the Rhine: 
~nd }Veserf whiCh are far more muddy than the Indus, and the Rhone, which 

• IS as ba~ no difficulty !s ever found, with properly proportioned 8ir-pumps, 
but ol:lcaswnally the boilers become SO' Qb.oked with mud, that, notwithstand
ing .tJontiirual blowing out, t]:le bo~ts have .had to be stopped on their journey 
until they call be cleaned O\l1t,:agam fillM, and steam got up. ·Moreover, the 
only occasion on which injucy from this cause could arise to the pumps, is 
when the boat is aground, ol"nearly so; and it would be easy to arrange the 
~ngine~, . so that at these exceptional times tQ.~y should work without c9n-
aensatwn.. . • . "' ,. • 

J, ; : '.t ' ' I 

. 4th. Non~condensing-ensfues are said to 'be cheaper fu. first c!ist,.:_and 
so they are if, the 'locomotive .type is adopted; b).lt if arrangements and 
propohiona are .given which 'fill ad:tpt them, to tb,e service .in question, it 
will be found. that for a gi'l{l!'fl, effective power the saving 'fill be more nominal 
than real; a~d in any case this saviQg is obtained at a large and constant 
additional cost in the amount of' fuel burned. : • 

• • I . ' '. . 
As a.. recapitulation of these remarks, we find that; in reply to the 'first 

claim for superiority, non-condens~g engines are not materially more com
pact when' ~rranged in the 6nly·way suitable; 'and, moreover, that if they. 
w~re, it woUld be no gain in this case, where it is best to spread the engines 
very much, to save overstraining the boat: That the "Domjnal ~aving of weight 
is qnly true regarding the engmes; for, if properly adapted to~he servic~ the 
boilers will be so much heavier that the total weight wdu'l.d be increas?d. 

2nd. That th~ claimed simplici~ comes to the fa~t of one; or at . most 
two, pumps being dispens.ed with, • • · • ~- • · · · ,. 

' ' "' * ~ I • • f 

3rd. That by dispe-nsing with the air-:Pumps, &c., a great add,i.tion is 
made to the fuel burned, and the 'consequen,t amwnt to be carried and paid 
for · that tlie mud on other rivers bas been found to 'cause more trouble to the 
boiiers than the engines ; and the. extra amount" 0f priming with the high
pressure steam more than counterbalances the risk of injury to the pumps .. 

' . ..~ ... .. - . . . 
4th. The small economy in first cost. is. r:- de~trly bought as not to be 

worth consideration. 

Probably the best cla~s of engines, if. weight' and durabili!Y w~re no~ of 
so much importance, would be that adopted on _the Hudson and 1ts tnbutar1es, 
in America, and on the Rhone and Saone, wher~ steam of from 30 to 50 lbs •. 

ressure is em~Jloyed considerabl.}l expanded. and afterwards condensed;. but 
pth' 't tes ~ v:rv heavy eno>ine for' th.e boiler has to be strong to bear 

1s necess1 a • o ' b.. . t t th b £ med incon · the increased pressure, and is 6f course su ~ec o e e ore-!1-a . • . ' . a the cyli'nders pistons and other parts of the engmes, altho1lgh vemences, an • ' · ·t f th t k · t onl ex osed to the force of high pressure thr~mgh a p~r 0 ' e s 1'0 ef ~us 
be y~o ~rtioned in dimensions tp this, the greater'stram, a11d ~hu~ matenally 
· peared in wei ht. :Moreove-r, the econowy of great.expansiOn 1s dou.btf~l, 
.~~fess the cylinfers a1·e incasfd in steam jackets,.whlCh renderj~ them still .. 
heavier. •. · ·. · · · 

The princip1.e of surface co~densatio~ would be .sp~cia~y applicabll! td 
h. 'f ans could be devised to msure Its success, an 

such a case as t 1s, 1 :any Dle f • a . · the boilers from the fact of their 
would overcome a\l drfficulty rom mu ~n . ' : • 
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being constantlY. supplied With perfectly·clean water. Unfortunately, as yet, 
the' various attempts in this dir.ectiorr. .have s<ll~qu~tl,Y• been unsu?cess~ul, 
that notwithstanding a ~etter result which ~as l~tely ~tten~ed ~ modification 
of the apparatus, we hesitate in recommending 1ts ~emg lf;r1ed m ~oats so far . 
from means of heavy repairs or alt~rations; and moreo!er, the ~1ght would 
be considerable. • ·. · • ·•. i. 

·"·· ... 
Our deductio~s from this review of the merits of varioui!: 1:las~es of ·' 

engine power (as given in the body of the Report) are, 'tb.at, al1· points•.cou~ • 
sidered, condensing engines, working at a m~dera~e pressure .~f . ..Sa.)V 16. to • 
18lbs., are best suited to the navigation of Indian r1vers; and !is a con:firma· 
tion of our views, we must remark ·that on t.h,e. Ganges, wh10b ·fa a .JP.ore 
muddy river. than t~e Indus, conde~sing "engirles are constantly ~ed,~ 3J:!.d .• 
non-condensmg engtnes have been tr1ed, but pr&veQ.·unsucpessful. · ·. 

' . . 
· •. With regard to the sugg~stion that lone boat should. be' fitt~ for the 

. Indus with non-condensing engines, as 'a trial, we cart only-say.t)lat success 
in this country would be no gJJ.arantee'.for a like result' on Indian rivers,.on. 
which, i$ anything fails; the expense and time lost in setting it ·J.;ight are~ 
enormous; and the practical and theoretfcal 'tieWS 'Of'tha ~lJ.filStion h~ve 8

1
0., 

decided a bearing toward~ the cqndensing·arrangement, that '\VEl cannot ad,vise ··. 
the outlay necessarY. for the tri;ll of non-condens!ng engines;··~.·)..... . • . '. . . 

• ' ' • • ' ,-. " . •• •• • f 

' • 1 ... .. . ·':. • 

. '.... . . Method of Propulsion. 
' ~ ' • f .t 

The boats sh?uJ.d be propelled ~y .Padcft~s j~ preference to screis. 
• . . - •. t 

.. The following 'adaptations of the paddle-wlleel have come' under qur 
notice:-· · • • • • · . · • 

• .. • t. • ~ • 

. . . . ... 
1st. Two disti.D.<!'t pairs of wheels . might be employed,· each driven by 

separate engines. . • . · · · · 
• 

The adv8.}ltages said to be derived from this arrangement' are ~· .. 
• • ' ' ' • • f • I '" • W ',,·· -~' ' 

T~at t~e necessary power for propelling the boat being· transmitted at · . · 
two pomts, mstead of one, 'much less stren~·th and consequent weight will be 
requtred in the boat, the weight ·of machmery will be more equally distri- • 
buted; and, further, a greater hold is taken of the water. · 
' . . . '~ 

• We think, however, that 'the':additional weight occasioned by such an 
arrangement, if applied ir,Wia strengthening the boat as to stand the whole 
strair;l. at one part, would produce a bette~ result; for, looking to past' expe
rience, we cannot think the same efficiency is obtained from the four wheels 
as from. two i the after pair, hQwever long the boat., being necessarily working 

·to a great extent in the disturbed water-trail of .the forward pair and thus 
. expending much'. of ~hei~ power ~thout"~ding in the propulsion of the boat : 
mo~eove~, the d1str1butl?n of wetght will•practically be the•same With the 
engtne~ ~n centre and boilers for~ and aft, as with the boilers in the middle 
and engmes fore and ~· But, ll'respective of these reasons we consider the 
grell.t increase !n. the, ~UID;ber Ofpat:_ts requiring the att(;lntio~ of the en 'neers 
would ·be a s.er10us obJection, and add ?onsiderably to the :working ex~ense ; 
and as suffime.nt power ca:d ~e transl!l1tted through one pair .of wheels we 
do, not r~commend the adopt1on oS this·plan. " ' . ' ' . . '. ·-

' 2rid. The boats being of e:x:tr.aordinfu.y len.gt;h, it has been suggested that 
ea~h wheel should be. worked by a. separa~e }>a1r of engines, so that one wheel 
mtght be stopped whlle th~ other 1s runnmg, to give ready means of turning.' 

• • ' '0. 

This would be an advantage, but has the ohiectio~ abov~ mentio ed· f . • • , , . n o . . . 



45- .. 
multiplication of parts; and boats of still greater length being readily managed 
on the Rhone without any sueh assfstance, we do not see sufficient reason to 
advise this being adopted. · • • ; '. ~ : • 

• • f ... f I . . . . . . . 
We therefore con~ude in recommending the boats being propelled by one 

pair of engines·workint one pair .of wheels .• 
1,; ~ ·'-.~ • • ~ ·'· .. • 

~~~ • J .. t ~ \ · .• 
.., < ,, .. 

J.H. G. CRAWFORD, 

W. BALFOUR, 
ComMIJfldor, I.N. 

.T. lt ·WINTER, · 
MM'i111 Enginm . . · . ., 
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TABLE 0}' THE DIMENSIONS AND OTHER PARTICULARS - -
SI!JJplied by varioU8 Builders and Engineers for ,fulfilling t'Mfollo!fing requirements for ,Passenger 8team-'/.Joats on a wide, shallow, rapid I.li!Der. - . . ~ 

·- • . - .. . ... . 
. . NAMES. < - . . . . . 

. ESSENTIAL REQUIREMENTS. 
• c ' .. .. • 

To have ~pacious Cabi!l AceoJ]lmodation for 100 ~assenger;,, and reom for 100 more on Decli. 
"The weight of these, with. their baggage and provisions, being assume!\ as 55 tons dead weight. 
Weight -~f Crew, Ship:s Stores, and Sundries, 27 tons dead weight.· . •. . . _ _ 
Also to carry Wood Fuel for 18 hours' steaming; the requisite'quantity of whi'cli, as compared with Coal, is 2! to I. 
With all this on board; in addition'to every item ofnecessaey ~~t:fit, the extreme Lo~d-draught must not exceed 2 feet._ 
And the speed of the Boat must equal 15 miles per hour. • -

LENGTH. 

Ft. In. 

BEAM. 

• 
Ft. ln. 

DEPI'H. ENGINES • 

, . 
Nominal • ' 

ABSTRAC'l' OF FURTHER REMARKS. 

I 

" 

MESSRS. J. & A. BLYTH ..••.. 1;· 

Ft." In., Eft'eetive 
h.p. 

'liP ' ... .. .. -~ 

• h~ ,~· ·:{ Diplensions : .. a •••• 

••. .. stre..gthen ... _ .... . 

• Ad!.e considerlbie increase on the length of boats hitherto employed, the naiit being decided by an 
accurate kno'ffledge 'of the river ;o • • 

By fore and oft bulkheads, or gird•rs, rising ab!>ve main deck, as noted inboatsatthe"honGates'' (Danube) 
Tbink t!'at condeasing enginas have the balance of edvantsge~ would prefer (our paddle-wheel~t. Enliines ........ ·• 

·M~Rs. FOftR:STER & C~ •• ~ ~0 -q. j 30 ~·:j.l( 'to OJl 
# • • '- 6 0 

~ .. . ' 
• I 

MESSRS •• J. H~NDERS~N &'sJNj 2aa • 0 ~- 21> 0 

450 

r 
j 

F.orm • • • • • • • . • • • • --Straight keel, ..,;d ordi~ lin--;;~. ! · --. • . 
Strengthen •••••• :. By overhead trussing, and making gudero of sides of cabins, which are entir<;ly in houies on decllt. 

150 Engines .. . • .. .. .. . Condensing, with steam of lffi to 30 lbs. pressure._ 
Tug-boats ••• ~ ,_. To be-Length, 290ft.; Beem, 27 fto'l Engines, nomidal, 150 b. p.; 450 b. p. eft"ective. . 
Boats .. .. • • ..... .. • For smaller rivers--Length,

0
17() ft.; Beam, 24 ~.6in.; Depth, 4ft. 6 in.; Engines,_bominal, 60 h.p.; I 

..., - ': 200 h.-.p. ~ec~ve. ~ • · ~ • . · • ~--• -~ 

'1 3 

.·: ' ... ~ . ' .. . . 

)
-

., . . .. . . . ~ . 
MESSRS. HUMPHREYS,..,. • 

.: T~N~A~T, & ~YKES :"·} .. ·: I 
. . . -.. .. . .. .. 

MR; JOHN LAIRD aso· o 50 0 5 0 

.. 

250 II 
Fo-'rm .. -.-:: • ••. ., "Spoon~.;d,>4 i.e. rising keel,-.v~1b roundeq water-lines. _.,._ ~ - -~.--~ 

- Steer ll .. ..•...• .-~. By pat<mt "l>lades," mentioned io body of Report. • -
w. • .. .. · • :- ~ ~dtlis1f'use of .u homogeueou)J ~~~ • 
, Cab1n ... , ... """" . . . . . . A'ccommodatmn i}elow deck. , .. . ._ ~ 1 Engines .•. , ... • • High-pressure non-condeJ!sing, with upright tubular boilers •nd exhanoy.blast. •• 

Jj Engin: 

·I • ·i· •••• , •• •* 

Condens~ and warki'ng at 151bs. stesm pressure. • ... _ • 
Horizontal cylinders and radial peddle-wbeels. · ' - • • •• 
Flue ~oilers in preference to tiJI>ular, on account of lerge furnaces being rtotuired; .also as being less 

.. liable to injury, and eaaier repaired. ~ - • ,. • • 
Think air-pumpa may be l""rk"'* by a kparate engine with advantage. _ -~ -
And consider;_ such engiues wo'!~ 8e of the minimum wei&Jlt.~r their power .. 

8()0 

-I 

I 
~f: 

200' 

Form ···~:..· ........ . 

C.abin •• &o ·~ •• •• •• 
Strengthens . 4 ~ · • · 
Engin~s : ~ . ~· •.. _ 

•... 
- (1) . 

(2) . 
For sea -channel-boats 
For Upper Indus do. 
For smaller rivers,~ . 
For Tug-boats .•••.• 
_For Barges .. ~ ..... 

"' 
· " Spoon-ended,'' f. e .. rising keel ~d rounded water-lin-es. .. 

Built first boot C1f thl9 descripti011 fur the Indus. . • . • 
Accommodatiqn entirely iJl d~Ok-houses. • .. ~~ . 
The bull by raiSing side. fore ,.,d aft ilf paddle· bol<es for some distance. 

.3 Recommends use of "homogeneous iron .. " 1 • . . • • • 

Prefers higlr-presslll"e noo-condensing, but suggeats one boat being so fitted, and tine with condensing 
• engines, as an experiment. . , - ~ -

· ·F~ alternatire .main .river. passenger-boats' gi_vee the 'following dimensions of boats whicb,might suit, 
but would carry """'Y llltle :- - • • . 

Length, 300 to. Besm7 43 ft •. Depth, 5 ft. Draught, 2 lt~ Engines, 170 b. p.- 700 h. p. eft"ective. 
, 250 " . -., : 36 " n 5 ~ ., 2 u ' 140 560 
" 160 " 25 , 'I 4

,. ., • .s. , . 80 32(t 
. .. 210 .. 35 .. i .. 2 ' ... 90 360 

H 168 H 28 u 4 U 1 6 in. fl 30 120 
,; 210 , 35 ;; 5 " 2 " . 160 -640 

• , 150 , 30 •• .6 .. .. 2 with 100 t.nnA. -l"D'~'»-

... 
,, 



ME:f~n ~~~~-S-~ ::~~-~~: -~} 

MESSRS.,C. J. MARE & CO ••• . . 

ME~SRS •. R. NAP~R & SONS •• 

• 

350 0 l 

380 0 

35 0 l- 9 6 

30 0 .:i- 0 

.. 1 amidships~ 

1400 

'{I 
Engines ••• ·;·· .... r· Condensing, with steam at 20 to 25lbs_. pressure, a11d capable of working withoot condensation on 

• emergencies. Engines to be of the steeple descrfption; radial paddle-wheels. Think there might 
• • : · be advantage in using two pairs of wheels, if they can be kept far enough apart to avoid the evjls •· 

. ~ .. in their ordinary use. Suggest the use of "homogeneous iron 11 in- the boilers. • 

• - ·q---· -1 ( Form .. .. t . .... . . . ·I s.t·e_ng~·n ... _ .•.•. 
L C~bm_ ~· •:. "i- ••••• 

Straight keel, and ordinary lines. . ... 
By diagonal-trossiug, fo"!l~3' sides or cabins.. ~ 
Accommodstion j\artly;:below deck and partly in deck-houses. 
.~ ... .. . ·~ 

~ . ~ 

~~Form .: .... t ... · . .' 
7 00 I · ;50 l Stre.ngthen • • ~ . : • • 

._ Cabm ............. . 
Engin~~ ~ ._. . ~ ... . 

brdblary 1Vater-lines, but keel rising forward. . 
Depth of !>ull greater amitibips than at !"'ds. · ' · _ ' 
By using Bides 11f deck-bpu..,. as girders,.t'beir top Lein~ of corrugated iro6• 
AccommodatioD. ~nijuif '"above tleck. ·Suggest use of 4

' homogeneous -irOn.~ 
High-pressure, nop-_cond~. ""~ial wheels. , • 

.MESSRS. hLMER'(Bro;.) ~"CO. 
. . 

3ao 11 40 0 3 
i.; ; 

"'·" .. 

, ~- •. . .' .. -· , . Form . . ... . . . .... 4 Stra1ght keel. and ordinary "t-ater-lines. . · , .... . • 
Strengthen • • •. .. • ... By fQre and aft bulkheads. : .. · . · · 

6 I · . j Engines_ :·-_. . . • ._ • . . ~bination of conden. sing and non-condensing-, 118 1bost econot:Qy-~ 
" " • • " • "'- Eacll'paddle-wheel to be worked .by. a separste pair of engines. 

f · Paddle-wheels to have fentherio§ floal:s. Round boilers. • 
•· , _ • .!l'hink this the lightest ~ge!nent possible. • 4' • 

, 
d. r . .. . 

. ---- __ _:____ ..... . . . . . . : -. . . - I I ,. '.1 . -.. . ' -. • -,.-
. • • · ~ 260 • 0 26 '6 ' . Cai>in ••. , • . . . • • • Accommodstion in•deek-houses. 

M]i:SSRS. GEO. f-ENNIE & SONS~fl •to 11.j{ ·to ·}I Qu1te low.[.. •• 180, jl Engines •.• J ..... • Non-condensing, with apparo.tas to free the water of saud. • 
- 280 0 27 0 • • • • . ' • . "· 

• Jo • .. ~· ., I 1 • , • c • ..;:. 

. 
• 

• • . . 1· . .· j I I I uio ~{~ Form --~. ·1 Ordin&rJ water:tines, but kool rising forward.. • . • ' - ~- •• -.. . 
MESSRS.-RICHARDSON & DUCK 350 o, 34 0 .6 0 . . • • · f t<> Slren~en II'. • •..... ~] fo~e and .U: bulkheads lind overbesd trussi~g,•_. Have built boats somewhat similar for Russian 

• • .,. l 170 . . ~ l •· nve!B· # • -1 " " • 
• • · . ¥ngmes ••• , ~·~ :. • Condensmg ; oscillating. -. - I . . .. . . . .:" ~ M~ J. SCOTT RUS.SELL .. .... 300 0 I. 36" ~ I 12 0 

.,. I :.. • 

~ . ~. ... . - ~ .. · • f 

--~~- .. -• -Fo~ , ......... ~ .,, . . Straight keel, and ordinary wa.ter . .Jines.. . i >~ 
• . • · Would prefer greater lengtbr1rut doubts the strength of a longer boat. ..., 

360 Strengthens .• ,,,,_. By 'fore and aft ke!Booo and lrulkheaa§, c.lmbined with depth of boat. ,., .. r Engines ...... _ .. :. • • Taking into ~oun¥afl_ . ety, durability, economy, and weight, recommends condensing engines, working .. 1 · .;·-- at 30lbs. p..........,. Has built non.condensing engines for the Gangea, and not pnmticaUy found 
• . th-.m worlo ~- : •. • _.... .:.. •"' 

. ' l-. . 
M:ts~n~. ~: STEPHENSON & c?. sr-,IJ .. ~ o I 3~ o 

'. ""''<. .. 

• 
fl 0 

. .. . r· - -r 
.Form .. :. . . . . . . • . .spoon.sbaped bow, and careful attention to steering eapabiJities • . 

• StreWben • • • • • • • • By rsioing sides of hull for some distance amidships. 
280, l f. Cabi_n ••..•• '"'' • • Accomm_od&linn entir"!y ab~ve deck, in a double-stori•d deck-houile. 

· Engmes . • . . . . . • • • <!ondensmg, and work10g WJth 30 Jbs. steam-pressure. 
-. • •. . ~ial paddle-wheels and round boilers• • · • 

TH~o1't-i~~s.~.~?.~. ~~~-~~} . . - 372 .o 31 •o 4 10 " l 
Form ••••• : .. ... •., -r Ordinary water-lines, but keettioing forward. 
Strengthen .•• ; . • • • By (ore and aft bulkheads. • • 
Cabin .. _. .. • . . ... • . • • Accommodation mtirely on deck. • 

160 · Enginco ...... :. .. €ondensillg. :. • • 
a·ug-boatll •••• •· .. ·lplgtb, 230ft. ; Besm, 28ft. ; Depth, 4ft. 10 in.; Draogbt, 2ft. ; Engines, 100 b. p.; capable of 

• tMring t..., of the·fotlowing bsrgea at 10 miles per hour. . 
Barge ~.. • • • • • • • • Length, 270ft.;. Besm, 28ft. ; Depth, 4ft. 10~n. ; Draught, 2ft. with 200 lon8 cargo. 

, 

675 

J'

-Po.,;. · ..... ; • :. ~; ·1 Ordinary water-lin'es. • • ' • 
Stnmgtheo, ._ ........ ~ By using sides of deck .. honsea u girdera.. , 

• • •" • Cabin • • • •• • .. .. .. · Acoommodstioa entirely abcm! deck. l Euginea •.••••• , • • High-s~ oon-eoodelliling. Geared on to the paddle-obaft . 

--.--. 

MESSRS. WESTWOOD, '\ 
BAILLIE, & CAMPBELL; ... J 3li0 0 32 6 F- ~I 

. · . ' 
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